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Boeing’s
777X makes
show debut
by Gregory Polek

DAVID McINTOSH

The Fursan Al Emarat (Knights
of the Emirates) aerobatic
team’s Aermacchi MB-339A jet
trainers formed up with Etihad’s
Boeing 787-10 ecoDemonstrator
“Greenliner” to celebrate the
long-anticipated return of
international air shows to the world
stage at Dubai Airshow 2021.

Aerospace rallies at
Dubai Airshow 2021
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Organizers of the Dubai Airshow expect
the event to give the aerospace industry
a shot in the arm after the Covid-19 crisis
left a two-year gap in the international air
show calendar.
“What is unique about this Dubai Airshow
is that it is going to be the first major event
for the aerospace industry following the pandemic,” said Ismail Abdulla, CEO of Strata
Manufacturing (Stand 1000), the UAE’s
groundbreaking aerostructures venture.
When AIN counted 65 A380s parked longterm at Dubai South in September last year,
it did not augur well for the event. “In the
last six months, DWC saw many aircraft
placed in storage, including several from
Emirates,” Richard Gaona, chief executive
of Switzerland’s Comlux, told AIN in September. “Now, every week, three or four

A380s are moving back into operation.”
Prevailing growth rates in the decade to
2019 indicated this year’s visitor attendance
could hit the 88,000 mark. While there is no
guarantee that figure will be achieved, the
concurrent staging of Expo 2020, postponed
for 12 months, will act as a further draw.
“The recent easing of travel restrictions
in the run-up to Expo will allow people to
travel if they are not being restricted by their
home countries,” said managing director of
DC Aviation Al-Futtaim Holger Ostheimer.
Senior military and civil delegations from
148 countries had committed to attending
the show, said organizers.
“The Dubai Airshow is set to be one of the
most anticipated points of convergence for
aerospace professionals across all areas of
the industry, to facilitate successful global

trade and analyze the future of the industry,” said Mubadala Aerospace executive
director Badr Al Olama.
In 2019, the show saw $54 billion worth
of orders, $4 billion of them on the defense
side. Emirates signed for 50 Airbus A350
XWBs worth $16 billion, while Air Arabia
ordered 120 aircraft worth $14 billion. Halcon, a unit of UAE military conglomerate
Edge Group, agreed to a $980 million deal
with the UAE’s Ministry of Defense. Few
expect to see a repeat of the bumper year of
2013, when an Emirates mega-order brought
the total to $206 billion.
Sixteen country pavilions, including those
of the U.S., Britain, France, Italy, and China,
are on display. Saudi Arabia is also projecting a major presence, via both its defense
and civil sectors, including exhibitors the
General Authority for Military Industries
(GAMI), the General Authority of Civil Aviation (GACA), Saudi Aerospace Company,
Saudi Arabian Airlines, OxfordSaudia Flight
Academy, and GDC Middle East.
“The pandemic had an enormous impact
on the aerospace industry, affecting manufacturing, airlines, airports, and defense
companies,” said Eng. Muneer Bakhsh, CEO
at Saudi public investment fund company
continues on page 38

Boeing didn’t disappoint showgoers
hoping to see the 777X on display for
the first time at an international air
show, as the first flight test example
of the big widebody graces the Dubai
static display and participates in the
show’s flying program, which begins
today. The 777-9, the larger of the
two planned 777X variants, landed
on November 9 at Dubai World
Central following a 15-hour nonstop
journey from Seattle’s Boeing Field.
The trip marked the airplane’s first
international flight and the longest
to date as it continues to undergo a
rigorous flight test program scheduled for completion in 2023.
Visitors will get their first glimpse
continues on page 38
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Mixing it up in the skies above Dubai

The Indian Air Force’s Sarang helicopter team—flying Dhruvs manufactured by Hindustan Aeronautics—seems to fly in rotor blade-blending
formation during preparations for flight demonstrations on the opening day of the 2021 Dubai Airshow.
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Acropolis ACJ320neo flies
in for Dubai Airshow debut
by David Donald
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accommodations for a crew of six. A forward open-plan lounge leads to a 10-seat
conference/dining room, aft of which is
an intimate rear lounge and a large master
bedroom with a king-size bed and en-suite
shower room. The environmental system
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Acropolis Aviation brought its Airbus
ACJ320neo VIP business jet to Dubai,
where it sits on display under the auspices
of Airbus Corporate Jets. The ACJ320 is
the business jet version of the A320 airliner, with the new engine option (neo)
being the latest iteration of the successful
design. As well as providing Airbus with
an impressive aircraft to promote its Corporate Jets division, the aircraft’s appearance in Dubai allows Acropolis to present
the aircraft to its Middle East clientele for
the first time.
Based at Farnborough in the UK, Acropolis served as the launch customer for the
ACJ320neo, the sale being announced
at the 2015 edition of the EBACE show
in Geneva, Switzerland. The aircraft
underwent outfitting by Basel, Switzerland-based luxury completion specialists
AMAC Aerospace, which installed a cabin
designed by Yves Pickardt and Alberto
Pinto. It entered service with Acropolis
in March 2020.
Now the flagship of the company’s luxury charter fleet, G-KELT carries up to 19
passengers, with lie-flat beds for 17 and

provides a cabin altitude of 6,400 feet.
Collins Aerospace and Satcom Direct
supply inflight entertainment and connectivity systems. The underfloor holds
can accommodate more than 100 pieces
of baggage. One area where the ACJ
differs from the standard airliner is its
underfloor capacity for fuel cells, permitting the aircraft to fly for up to 12 hours.
The aircraft has won clearance for Cat
IIIA landing minima in degraded visual
environments. Being based on the A320
airliner also provides customers access to
Airbus’s global support network.
n

U.S. HEADQUARTERS:
214 Franklin Ave., Midland Park, NJ 07432, +1 (201) 444-5075

Acropolis Aviation’s Airbus ACJ320neo will likely be a popular platform for Middle East charter
customers, with range of up to 12 hours and plenty of room for up to 19 passengers.
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Join us at the Dubai Airshow, booth 1160.

IF EVER THERE
WAS A TIM E T O
REDEFINE A E R O S PAC E
– THI S I S IT.
We’ve been on a mission to redefine aerospace since day one at
Collins Aerospace. And that mission is coming to life in every region
and sector we serve – from commercial aviation to defense and space.
We’re redefining: a more seamless, secure travel experience; the
future of commercial and military aircraft; how to connect and protect
allied troops in a multi-domain battlespace; and space exploration for
government and civilian partners.
Now that we’re part of Raytheon Technologies, we’re able to extend our
mission even further, expanding our capabilities to create even more
breakthrough technologies and products. Because, as the world works
to emerge from the challenges of the pandemic, we know it will take
commitment – and collaboration – to create a more connected, more
sustainable world for generations to come.
Collins Aerospace is a Raytheon Technologies Business.

collinsaerospace.com

AEROSPACE REDEFINED

©2021 Collins Aerospace

Uganda Airlines makes
Dubai Airshow debut
A Uganda Airlines Airbus A330neo took
time out from its airline schedule to
appear at the Dubai Airshow. The carrier
has just begun flying its first long-haul
international services, with Dubai the
initial destination.
Participating at the show at the invitation of Airbus, the A330-800neo (new
engine option) is one of two that Uganda
Airlines ordered in July 2019, shortly
after the state-owned airline itself had
re-formed after lying dormant since 2001.
Powered by Rolls-Royce Trent 7000s, the
aircraft is configured with 20 business,
28 premium economy, and 213 economy
seats in the latest Airspace cabin interior.
The original Uganda Airlines came
into being in 1976 after the break-up of

the tri-national East African Airways,
which had also served Kenya and Tanzania. Operations began in the following
year but came to an end in 2001 after a
failed attempt to privatize the financially
ailing airline.
Uganda’s government decided to
launch a new national airline in 2018 and
paid small deposits for the two A330s
and four Bombardier CRJ-900s, the
latter entering service in 2019 on intraAfrican regional routes. The opening of
long-haul routes experienced delays due
to local certification issues with the A330s,
which Airbus delivered in December 2020
and January this year. They remained
grounded until August, when training
and route-proving flights began. Ugandan

Ethiopian
Airlines
has earned
silver and
gold supplier
awards
from Boeing.

Boeing-Ethiopian aviation
hub yielding early returns
by Kaleyesus Bekele
A new partnership forged this past summer between Boeing (Stand 1200) and
Ethiopian Airlines to create a so-called
aviation hub in Africa appears to have
borne early fruit for the flag carrier, as
talks on producing and supplying insulation blankets for Boeing 737 Max narrowbodies have reached their final stages,
according to the airline’s acting COO,
Retta Melaku.
“We are on the final stage of the discussion to start production,” he said. “Currently we are discussing with Boeing plans
to expand this capability to other newer
models such as the 787.”
According to an August agreement to
create an African “aviation hub” in Addis
Ababa, Boeing and Ethiopian plan to partner in four areas of strategic collaboration—industrial development, advanced
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aviation training, educational partnership,
and leadership development.

A Lasting Relationship

The relationship between Ethiopian Airlines and Boeing dates back to the inception of the flag carrier in 1945. At the time,
the Ethiopian government hired TWA to
establish and manage Ethiopian Airlines,
which started operations in April 1946
with five World War II-surplus Douglas
C-47 Skytrains.
When Ethiopian Airlines joined the
jet age in the 1960s, it became the first
African airline to acquire the four-engine Boeing 707 derivative called the
720. While Ethiopia underwent a socialist revolution in the 1970s, the national
flag carrier placed orders for Boeing
727s. By 1984 Ethiopian became the
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by David Donald

Uganda Airlines is now flying four weekly Entebbe-Dubai routes with its A330-800neos.
authorities granted approval for the addition of the type to the airline’s AOC on
August 21.
On October 4 Uganda Airlines flew its
first widebody international flight when
A330neo 5X-NIL—the aircraft on display at
the Dubai Airshow—arrived in Dubai from
Entebbe to launch a three-times-weekly

service. The airline added a fourth weekly
flight on November 3. The airline plans
to add London, Mumbai, and Guangzhou
to its network, reflecting the routes that
Uganda regards as the most important to
its international trade and inward investment. It plans to introduce a loyalty program next month.
n

second airline in the world to acquire
the Boeing 767-200, after Israel’s El Al.
Most recently, Ethiopian became one of
the launch customers for the Boeing 787,
becoming in 2012 the third airline to
acquire the Dreamliner after ANA and
Japan Airlines.

aerospace manufacturing industry with
Boeing,” Melaku said.

MRO Expertise

Established in 1957, Ethiopian MRO and
Engineering Services boasts a rich history of maintaining and repairing Boeing
aircraft. The MRO center has six modern
maintenance hangars and engine, component, avionics, and mechanical shops. It
also maintains De Havilland Q400s and
Airbus A350s. The center provides maintenance services for airlines in most African countries and to major Gulf carriers
Saudia and Oman Air.
As part of the growing relationship with
Boeing, Ethiopian Airlines established a
small aerospace manufacturing plant at
its hub at the Addis Ababa Bole International Airport in 2009. The plant produces
wire harness kits for Boeing and consistently scores high in quality rankings.
“Actually we are one of the best suppliers of Boeing,” said Melaku.
Every year Boeing evaluates its suppliers in terms of two key parameters—time
of delivery and quality. “Only if you are
scoring 100 percent on both parameters
do they consider you a gold supplier and
above 98 percent [for logistics and still
100 percent for quality] to be a silver one,”
he explained. “Ethiopian has been able
to meet those targets consistently and
has received both gold and silver awards
from Boeing.”
In 2017 Ethiopian agreed to expand its
manufacturing capability, reaching a deal
with Boeing to supply small panels and
other various aircraft components. “This
is the first step we took to establish an

An Aviation Hub

Ethiopian Airlines Group CEO Tewolde
Gebremariam said the partnership
expands Africa’s manufacturing capability
in multiple fields. “I have firm conviction
that with our dedication in its implementation, the MOU will successfully attain
its goal of positioning Ethiopia as the continent’s aviation hub,” he proclaimed.
Gebremariam said Ethiopian also will
continue to work with key U.S. aviation
companies such as Boeing, GE, and Collins Aerospace.
According to Melaku, the first of the
four pillars on which the partnership
with Boeing stands involves industrial
development in Ethiopia. “We will work
to establish different manufacturing sites
just like the wire kit harness manufacturing plant,” he said.
The second pillar—namely advanced
aviation training—centers on boosting
the number of pilots, technicians, and
engineers. The third, which focuses on
educational partnership, calls for Ethiopian and Boeing to transform the Ethiopian Aviation Academy into a global
standard aviation university that would
serve the Africa and Middle East region.
The last pillar centers on leadership
development. “In Africa, the biggest challenge is lack of qualified and competent
leadership,” said Melaku. “In our partnership with Boeing, we anticipate developing the next-generation leadership for
African aviation industry.
“In addition to serving our valued passengers we believe that we should develop
the aerospace industry and exploit the
untapped potential of Africa and contribute
to the rise of the African aviation industry
on the global stage,” Melaku concluded. n

Where are
your next pilots
coming from?
Right here.
Every year, we train 135,000+ pilots in our
60+ training centers worldwide. Add the
1,200 experienced pilots on assignment
with airlines, placed by our aviation recruitment
team, and the 1,500 new pilots graduating from
our aviation academies yearly, and answering
the question has never been so easy.
Follow us #caepilot

GKN Aerospace’s
new Global
Technology Centre
at Filton in the UK
serves as a hub for
collaboration to
reduce aviation’s
carbon footprint.

Electric aircraft pioneer calls for
carbon tax on aircraft fuel
by Charles Alcock
The aviation industry will need to up its
game to achieve the key objective of reaching net-zero carbon emissions by 2050,
according to speakers at a conference organized last month by GKN Aerospace to mark
the official opening of its new Global Technology Centre (GTC) in the UK. Stephen
Fitzpatrick, founder and CEO of eVTOL aircraft developer Vertical Aerospace, went so
far as to call for governments to introduce
carbon taxes on commercial aviation fuel to
encourage the industry to move away from
its dependence on fossil fuels.
“The government needs to put a price
on carbon, put a price on the problem,” he
said. “It can start low, but it will get us to
the right price [for Jet-A fuel] which should
be around $50 or $60 per tonne. A simple
carbon tax is the best way to support that.”
While that demand might seem sacrilegious to many in the air transport sector,
Fitzpatrick, who owns one of the UK’s
largest domestic energy supply companies, argued that the absence of fuel taxes
in commercial aviation distorts operating
costs and undermines efforts to persuade
aircraft operators to renew their fleets
with new electric and hydrogen propulsion systems.
While shying away from endorsing the
call for a fuel tax, other speakers shared
the sense of urgency. “To get to net zero
in 2050, we’ve got to supercharge what’s
been done already,” said Emma Gilthorpe,
CEO of the UK’s Jet Zero Council. “Initially, we talked about a goal of cutting
emissions [from aviation] by 10 percent
by 2030, and, at the time, that seemed
ambitious but now it seems as if we have
to at least achieve that,” Gilthorpe said.
GKN uses the new GTC facility as an
innovation hub for technology aimed at
reducing aerospace’s carbon footprint.
Work includes the Airbus “Wing of Tomorrow” program and the H2Gear project to
develop a new hydrogen-electric powertrain. Both Airbus (Stand 1050) and
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Rolls-Royce (Chalet A16) have large factories close to the site at Filton near Bristol.
Trevor Higgs, vice president of engineering and general manager of Airbus
UK, said that the scope for partnership
presented by facilities like the GTC will
be critical to the aerospace group achieving its objective of bringing a zero-emission, hydrogen-powered airliner into
commercial service by 2035. “Obviously,
Airbus cannot achieve this ambitious
challenge on its own; the aerospace ecosystem around Filton is vital to achieving
our goals,” he said.
Rolls-Royce’s chief technology officer
Paul Stein said that cutting carbon emissions from commercial flying will heavily
depend on the availability of sustainable
aviation fuels (SAFs). He said that oil
companies face a collective $4 trillion
price tag to make a switch from a business
model based entirely on fossil fuels.
“This really is like a moonshot and it
may get done through a novel approach
to chemistry to create e-fuels, rather
than beautiful new aircraft,” Stein told
the GKN conference. “About 14 percent
of net-zero will come from disruptive
technologies, including electric aircraft,
but SAF will have a bigger impact and will
be the lion’s share [of progress] by 2050,
along with more efficient engines.”
The switch to SAF won’t come cheap,
Stein acknowledged, saying that RollsRoyce agrees with Shell’s assessment that
the new fuels could cost two to five times
more than Jet-A. He supported the efforts
of carriers such as the International Airlines Group to establish binding mandates
for the percentage of SAF in blended fuel
supplies. “In the process, we’ll find ways
of driving down the price [of SAF], but the
market has to be stimulated by regulation,
blend mandates or subsidies at source,”
he said while stopping short of endorsing
Fitzpatrick’s call for a new carbon tax.
The new GTC facility at Filton
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represents an initial investment of £32
million ($44 million), almost half of which
the UK government covered through its
Aerospace Technology Institute. In July,
the facility delivered the first full set of
wings, empennage, and wiring for Eviation’s all-electric Alice aircraft, which the
company expects to make its first flight
in December. GKN also partnered with
eVTOL aircraft developers Vertical Aerospace and Joby Aviation.
John Pritchard, president of GKN’s civil
aerospace business, said that his company

supplied the aerostructures and components provided to Eviation within 12
months of the customer’s specifications.
He said the accelerated development path
had been possible due to the high degree
of focus in the GTC, which completed the
work in around a third of the time he estimated it would have taken in one of GKN’s
existing production sites. “We’re entirely
focused on future technologies and decarbonization of aviation, and we can’t do that
alone, we have to work closely with our
partners, and recruiting the right skills is
also very important to us,” he told reporters.
Part of the decarbonization effort
involves making the production process
more sustainable. According to Pritchard,
the Airbus “Wing of Tomorrow” will
require at least 60 percent less energy
to produce and will involve a 20 percent
reduction in waste materials.
The new GTC, which complements similar facilities that GKN already operates in
Sweden and the Netherlands, will house
around 300 people from the company
and its partners. It will receive an annual
investment for research and development
work of approximately £30 million.
“The challenge that we as an industry
face is: how can we continue to deliver
the huge benefits of flight, but in a truly
sustainable way?” asked GKN Aerospace
chief executive David Paja. “That is why
GKN Aerospace has set itself the target to
become a net-zero business by 2050, with
ambitious five-year targets along the way.”
At the 2021 Dubai Airshow, trade organization ADS (Stand 440/530) represents
the UK’s aerospace, defense, space, and
security industries.
n

L3Harris analytics designed to maximize
connected aircraft capabilities
U.S. technology company L3Harris
is demonstrating its SRVIVR25 voice
and flight data recorders, along with a
Recorder Data Interface (RDI) demo, at
the Dubai Airshow. The products facilitate
data extraction and enhance time savings
for operators’ safety programs.
L3Harris (Stand 1460) seeks to leverage
connected aircraft data with a focus on
analytics to transform airline operations by
enhancing safety and reducing costs. The
SRVIVR25’s Express Readout and Flight
Data Connect web portal deliver the highest levels of voice and data ever captured
for analysis, according to the company.
“This SRVIVR25 series exceeds requirements mandated for voice recorders in
2022 and is available for line-fit and retrofit selection,” L3Harris said. “It provides
more than 140 hours of flight data information available for download using the
new RDI tablet and/or software package.
The RDI enables technicians to connect to
the recorders and extract a large amount
of data in a short amount of time without

removing the device from the aircraft, saving critical time and cost.”
Flight crew and maintenance personnel
can upload data into L3Harris’s patented,
secure web-based analytics portal, with
Express Readout services providing readout
and intelligibility reports, verifying functionality, and generating the necessary documentation for global civil aviation authorities in
less than three days. The service also provides a semi-automatic process for datalink
reporting recently mandated by EASA.
“The Flight Data Connect service provides rapid data processing, accurate
recreation of flights in graphical and 3D
formats, and allows review of urgent
safety and maintenance issues within
minutes,” L3Harris said. “This quick analysis enables operators to take immediate,
mission-critical decisions. The flight data
gives ground-based technicians the
ability to identify details in equipment
operations, potentially saving operators
thousands of dollars in repairs as well as
minimizing aircraft ground risks.” P.S.-S.

E2 PROFIT HUNTER.
A force with nature
Ultra efficient high-aspect ratio wings, new engines and lightweight
materials help to deliver a double-digit reduction in fuel consumption
and the lowest level of CO2 emissions. Inside the cabin and outside,
it’s the quietest aircraft in its class, delivering a 65% reduction in noise
levels around airports and the biggest margin to ICAO noise limits.
The E2 Profit Hunter is a force with nature, not against it.

E2sustainability.com
#ConnectToOurWorld

Russia sees
Middle East
as a primary
market for
new airliners
by Vladimir Karnozov
The Kremlin views the Middle East as an
important market for new Russian civil aviation products, such as the Ilyushin Il-114300, Irkut MC-21-310, and reworked Sukhoi
Superjet 100. So far, however, sales into the
region have involved solely military aircraft,
while all attempted campaigns in the commercial aviation sector have either failed
completely or borne little fruit.
Realistically, in the coming years
the Kremlin can only hope for sales to
Middle East countries under economic
sanctions with the West, such as Iran
and Syria. Meanwhile, U.S. sanctions
against Russia effectively have encouraged trade between Moscow and Tehran,
and Damascus.
Russia has made a number of attempts
to sell airlines to Iran, starting with the
102-seat Tu-334 and the 210-seat Tu-204
passenger jets, but local carriers preferred
buying used Western airliners through
Ukraine instead. More recently, the Kremlin tried hard to market the Superjet 100.
Several ministers lobbied the product
heavily when visiting Tehran for talks
on the nuclear issue and promotion of
mutual trade through “oil for wares” and
similar barter schemes.
Unfortunately, the European vendors,
many of whom contribute to the Superjet
program, did not like the idea for the fear
of a possible U.S. reaction to their components going into Iran as part of the final
product. That encouraged Moscow to
accelerate its “import substitution” program to reduce dependence on the West
for components and systems. Instead of
the PowerJet SaM.146 turbofan with the
Safran DEM.21 core, a reworked Superjet
now under development will rely on the
locally designed and made Aviadvigatel
PD-8. That new engine went on display
for the first time this past July at Moscow’s MAKS air show, even while new
cases of Covid-19 surged.
The pandemic has reduced Iran’s interest and ability to buy machinery from Russia, but as the two countries counter the
virus with homemade vaccines, they have
resumed trade talks. Ebrahim Raesi, the
newly elected president of Iran, pledges
to accelerate trade development with
Russia and China, while blaming the previous Rouhani administration for putting
too much faith in the West. Even though
U.S. President Joe Biden wants to restore
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United Aircraft has re-engined the original Pratt & Whitney-powered Irkut MC-21 (below, right) with a pair of Russian PD-14s in reaction to
tightening economic sanctions by the West.
the U.S. as a member in the nuclear deal
with Iran, a return to the Airbus/ATR/Boeing deals signed five years ago does not
seem possible due to Tehran’s view of the
collective West as an “unreliable partner.”
The situation has given Russian aerospace products a new chance in Iran, provided the earlier agreed “oil for wares”
barter scheme finds its way into everyday
practice. Without it, Iran will be unable to
pay, as the U.S. economic sanctions have
deprived the country of $100 billion of
income over the past four years.
Replacing the current fleet—a mixture
of outdated types—with a combination of
the 100-seat SSJ100 twinjet and 64-seat
Il-114 turboprop could boost Iranian
domestic air traffic, while the 160-seat
Irkut MC-21-310 keeps a window open to
the outside world. That constitutes the
essence of the Russian offer.
China could provide more competition
with an offer of the ARJ21 regional jet,
MA-600 turboprop, and C919 narrowbody.
All those types, however, use U.S. technology and imports, including engines and
avionics, which in view of the current geopolitical situation, seems an insurmountable obstacle. Politically, the best solution
for Iran would involve a joint Sino-Russian
product, like the CR929 widebody; however, that model appears too large for
Iranian needs and unlikely to become available in worthwhile numbers before 2030.

Today, the main challenge for the
Russian aerospace industry centers on
the timely availability of completely
indigenous products with passable technical performance and price. That will
open a window of opportunity to sell
them to local carriers and pariah states,
which appears a large enough market
with which to start. Should Russian
products come late, their sales might
suffer from the availability of similar
Chinese wares, with pricing on Beijing’s
side. That scenario has already played
out in the market for military aviation,
with Chinese manned and unmanned
aircraft successfully challenging Russian ones in a number of Arab countries.
On key “import substitute” programs
in civil aviation, the Russian aerospace
industry remains several years ahead of
China’s, however.
Apart from the aforementioned airliner
programs, Russia has recently decided to
replace the French engines on the Ka-62,
Ansat, and Ka-226T helicopters with
the Klimov VK1500, VK800, and VK650
turboshafts, respectively. The move
increases their sales prospects in Iran,
especially for the Ka-226T, whose shipments to Syria have started recently. Iran
already operates the larger Mi-8/17 series,
and at one time considered the Ansat,
but its current production with Pratt &
Whitney PW207K turboshafts precluded

any sale.
Russia could also score export sales
of the Ilyushin-96 jet beyond those to
Cuba. Even though the baseline Il-96-300
entered service in 1988, it remains the only
widebody passenger jet in production outside the West. The Kremlin has not only
kept ordering new Il-96-300s but also purchased and funded refit of second-hand airframes to return them to service to reduce
Russia’s dependence on imported Boeing
and Airbus airliners in view of the tightening economic sanctions the U.S. and its
European partners apply to Moscow.
President Putin often flew to the Middle East in a lavishly furnished quadjet,
and used every opportunity to show the
airplane to the receiving party. On a few
occasions, it carried high-ranking foreign
guests, including Turkish president Erdogan in 2019.
Next year the Il-96-400M, featuring a
30-foot fuselage stretch, will enter flight
trials. Later, plans call for that aircraft to
become available in a twin-engine version
through the replacement of its four outdated Aviadvigatel PS-90As with a pair of
modern PD-35 turbofans. Under current
plans, the PD-35 will become available in
2025 or 2026, with the first application
on the Il-96, and then the CR929. Thus,
those nations that cannot buy widebody
transports from the West might get them
from the East.
n

Flydubai renews 737NG cost-per-hour contract with AAR
AAR received a contract renewal to provide cost-per-hour component pool and
repair support for Flydubai’s Boeing 737NG
fleet. The five-year contract extends an
original deal in 2016 for the global MRO to
provide rotable component services for flydubai’s 737NGs.
Launched in 2009, Flydubai operates a
fleet of 54 aircraft that includes thirty-six
737-800NGs, along with fifteen Max 8s and
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three Max 9s. The airline now operates a
network of more than 95 destinations in
Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Middle East.
“AAR has been a key partner,” said Mick
Hills, Flydubai senior v-p of engineering and
maintenance, calling the work an important part of the airline’s engineering and
maintenance program. “We look forward
to growing our partnership as it continues
to expand its service in the years ahead,”

added Nicholas Gross, senior v-p of integrated services of Chicago-based AAR.
AAR provides a range of integrated support
in the Middle East, ranging from total fleet,
flight-hour, consumables and expendables,
and contractor logistics. It also hosts warehouse and sales support in Dubai, alongside
its component repair shop in Amsterdam and
EMEA warehouse network that also includes
Brussels and Hannover.
K.L.

GOING PLACES
PROVEN PERFORMANCE FOR OVER 250 MILLION
FLIGHT HOURS AND COUNTING

The world is eager to take flight. At Pratt & Whitney, we’re
ready. With enhanced service options to meet our customers’
evolving needs, the IAE V2500® engine is designed to
maximize time on wing while delivering best-in-class fuel
consumption, noise and emissions. Setting the standard for
reliability, the V2500 engine — with ongoing production and
a committed supply base — will support our customers’
efficient operations for many years to come.

LEARN MORE AT PRATTWHITNEY.COM/V2500
The V2500 engine is offered through IAE International Aero Engines AG,
a multinational aero engine consortium whose shareholders comprise
Pratt & Whitney, Pratt & Whitney Aero Engines International GmbH,
Japanese Aero Engines Corporation and MTU Aero Engines.

Diverse Israeli tech now
available to new Gulf allies
by Charles Alcock
Plenty has changed in world politics since
the last Dubai Airshow back in November
2019. For one thing, based on last year’s
Abraham Accords agreement, both the
United Arab Emirates and Bahrain now
maintain full diplomatic relations with
Israel and so, for the first time ever, Israeli
aviation and defense companies are represented at this year’s event.
This marks quite a turnaround from the
days when it wasn’t considered acceptable
to acknowledge Israel’s contributions to
the industry. Now the Israeli industry can
actively court new customers and partners in the Gulf region. Saudi Arabia’s
tacit approval for the Abraham Accords
seemingly paves the way to a wider thawing in diplomatic and trading relations
between Israel and Arab states, with
Morocco and Sudan already in the fold.
Ten Israeli companies are among the
exhibitors for this year’s show. They
include the country’s largest players in
the industry, Israel Aerospace Industries
(Stand 300), Rafael (Stand 310, 415), and
Elbit Systems (Stand 510) and each is
showcasing products and services from
multiple divisions in Dubai.
IAI’s exhibit at the show spans its broad
portfolio of technologies in both civil and
defense domains. On the military side, visitors will be able to learn more about its
Multi-Mission Aircraft System, the VTOL
unmanned air system developed by the
group’s Blue Bird Aero Systems subsidiary,
as well as various satellites, electrical optics
payloads, and missiles. The group also will
showcase its cybersecurity expertise, as
well as its maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) capability.
In the wake of unprecedented shifts in air
transport demand prompted by the Covid
pandemic, IAI’s passenger-to-freighter
conversion business has flourished. The
company offers several options based on
Boeing’s 737 and 777 aircraft.
In August, it announced an agreement
with Etihad’s engineering division to
establish a conversion and MRO facility
in Abu Dhabi. The deal calls for conversions of the 777-300ER to be certified by
the UAE General Civil Aviation Authority,
as well as by the FAA and EASA.
“IAI is excited to build and broaden
cooperation with UAE partners and
other local defense vendors, and use the
momentum of the Abraham Accords to
broaden levels of co-development and
co-production of systems that will cater
to the needs of our Emirati customers and
give them added value when facing the
challenges posed by the modern battlefield and world of aviation,” the company
said in a statement about its presence in
Dubai. “IAI sees the UAE as a strategic
partner, and our cooperation will help
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build a safer and stronger Middle East.”
One IAI subsidiary with a high profile
at the Dubai show is Elta Systems. The
company is showcasing its expertise in
areas such as air defense radars, special
mission aircraft, airborne radar, signals
intelligence and electronic warfare, and
command, control, communications,
computers, and intelligence systems.
Among the company’s more recent
innovations is the ELI-4030 Drone Guard
multi-sensor package developed to protect against threats from unmanned air
systems. The equipment includes an
active electronically-scanning phased
array radar, jammers for communications and intelligence systems, as well
as remote control and GPS/Glonass. It
can accurately measure height to dis-

Rafael’s Drone Dome system provides defense against multiple threats involving hostile
unmanned air vehicles.
criminate between ground and air targets.
Rafael also is showcasing a wide array
of military capabilities that could be
of great interest to Gulf states in view
of regional tensions. Possibly the most
topical is the Drone Dome system that
detects and neutralizes hostile unmanned

BAE showcases latest rockets, head-up
displays, and GPS anti-jam receivers
BAE Systems once again has a high-profile turboprop trainers and fighters. It can be
paired with other digital display technolpresence at the Dubai Airshow, with the
focus squarely on its wide array of military ogy, waveguide optics, and electronics.
technology. The UK-based group can be
Also at the BAE exhibit (#1355), show visifound in the U.S. Pavilion, reflecting the fact tors will be able to see the Striker II, which BAE
that much of this capability originates from says is the world’s only full-color binocular helBAE’s North American operations.
met-mounted display with integrated night
“This year we are showcasing a range
vision. The new unit comes equipped with 3D
of products and capabilities, including the audio and target-tracking technology to give
APKWS laser-guided rocket, the LiteHUD pilots better situational awareness, building
head-up display and Striker II digital hel- on the capability of the original Striker equipmet-mounted display,
ment, which is already
and the next-generacombat-proven on the
tion digital GPS antiEurofighter Typhoon
jam receiver [DIGAR]
and Gripen C/D comtechnology,” Jonathan
bat jets.
Bird, UAE director for
BAE introduced the
BAE Systems, told
DIGAR system to proAIN. “We’re delighted
vide improved GPS
to have a strong presjamming protection,
ence at this year’s
featuring two form
Dubai Airshow, which
factor options for both
retrofits to existing airwill draw many of
the world’s leading BAE’s Striker II helmet-mount display craft and applications
on new platforms. The
aviation and defense
experts, as well as customers and stake- unit has 16 simultaneously-steered beams
holders from the UAE and across the region.” to give aircraft better jamming immunity in
According to the company, the low-cost, the most severely GPS-challenged airspace.
combat-proven APKWS guidance kit transThe group is also demonstrating its
forms standard 2.75-inch (70 mm) rockets
FireNet network-centric data-processing
into accurate precision munitions that system. It developed the system to proreduce collateral damage. The kits can be cess the growing volumes of accurate and
used with both new and existing rocket reliable information that military forces
motors, warheads, and launchers, requiring
need to exchange in real-time to maintain
minimal training for operators.
situational awareness. The system features
The LiteHUD display is a compact, narrow- and wide-band capability, as well
lightweight unit designed for integration as compatibility with the Link-16 communiinto multiple cockpits of aircraft including cations platform.
C.A.
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air vehicles (UAVs), providing protection
against attacks such as the July 2021 incident in which a drone, allegedly operated
by Iranian forces, damaged an oil tanker
off the coast of Oman.
With its 360-deg circular coverage,
Drone Dome can detect and block no-fly
zone incursions by micro- and nano-sized
UAVs. According to Rafael, it can respond
to threats very rapidly and causes minimal collateral interruptions to other air
traffic in surrounding airspace.
Also on display from the Rafael technology portfolio is the RecceLite day/night
electro-optical tactical reconnaissance
pod for real-time imagery collection and
data transfer. The self-contained and
self-cooled, multi-sensor system consists
of an airborne payload, a digital data link,
and a ground exploitation station.
The Litening multispectral airborne
targeting pod resulting from the partnership between Rafael and Northrop Grumman enhances the cognitive capability of
fighter pilots, enabling them to perform
complex missions. The pod handles automatic threat detection, target tracking,
location extraction, and pinpointing.
Rafael’s Spike NLOS (non-line-ofsight) and Spyder (surface-to-air python
and derby) missile systems are also now
available to the military forces of Israel’s
new allies in the Gulf region. Spike, the
result of a collaboration with Lockheed
Martin, is a fifth-generation precision
electro-optical-guided standoff weapon,
while Spyder is a quick reaction, low-level
surface-to-air missile to counter attacks
by aircraft, helicopters, UAVs, and precision-guided munitions. Rafael is also
exhibiting its BNET battlefield radio system and Imilite intelligence unit for processing and exploiting multiple inputs.
Other Israeli exhibitors include military avionics and electronic warfare specialist Astronautics (Stand 103), systems
integrator NIR-OR (Stand 100), artificial
intelligence, blockchain, and cyber security specialist Sinbad (Pavilion V32), and
military loitering systems provider UVision Air (Stand 892). Israel’s Ministry of
Defense is also represented through its
SIBAT International Defense Cooperation Directorate.
n
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Gulf sales
spur the
rebirth of
the F-15
Eagle fighter
by David Donald
Over the last two decades, the Boeing F-15
Eagle has seen a remarkable renaissance,
despite the basic design dating back to the
late 1960s. Deliveries of the fighter to the
U.S. Air Force had ended in 2002 with the
last F-15E Strike Eagle being handed over.
Export derivatives of the F-15E were also
delivered to Israel (F-15I) and Saudi Arabia (F-15S) in the 1990s.
For a while, that seemed to be the end
of the line for Eagle development, but in
the 2000s two Asian air arms selected
modernized versions of the F-15E. South
Korea selected the F-15K Slam Eagle for
its heavy fighter requirement, while Singapore chose the F-15SG. Both versions
had AAS-42 IRST (infrared search and
track) sensors, new electronic warfare
systems, and the ability to carry new
weapons. Both of them also had a new
powerplant in the form of the General
Electric F110-GE-129 engine (although
Korea’s second batch reverted to the Pratt
& Whitney F100).

Enter the Advanced Eagle

These sales sparked renewed interest in
the F-15, Boeing (Stand 1200) responding
with an Advanced Eagle concept that drew
on the features of the F-15K/SG but added
fly-by-wire controls, active electronically
scanned array (AESA) radar in the form of
the Raytheon APG-63(V)3 or APG-82, two
extra underwing hardpoints, F110 engines,
and the option of a single wide-area display that occupied the full width of the
instrument panel. At the same time, the
internal wing structure was redesigned
to improve the production efficiency and
to extend the F-15’s service life to up to
20,000 hours.
The Royal Saudi Air Force (RSAD)
was the first to order an Advanced Eagle
version, which became the F-15SA. The
RSAF’s existing F-15Ss are also being
brought up to the same standard. With an
APG-63(V)3 radar, new digital electronic
warfare system, additional pylons, and
revised cockpit—albeit without the widearea display—the F-15SA was for a time
the most capable Eagle version flying.
That situation did not last long as Qatar
announced an order for 36 F-15QAs in
2017. Essentially similar to the F-15SA,
the QA version did also have the widearea display. Boeing flew the first of the
Qatari aircraft on April 13, 2020. In early
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Aircraft EX1—the USAF’s first F-15EX Eagle II—photographed on its delivery flight from the St Louis factory to Eglin AFB in March 2021.
2021 Qatari pilots began training in the
aircraft at the Mid America-St. Louis
Airport in Illinois (a civil-military airfield shared with Scott Air Force Base) in
preparation for deliveries to begin to the
Gulf country. At the same time as the initial order was placed, Qatar also took out
an option for another batch of 36 that, if
exercised, would bring the fleet to 72. The
first was formally handed over on August
25, at which point the F-15QA received the
Ababil name.

testing is to field the aircraft as soon as
possible. To further expedite the process,
the team is drawing on data from the
completed testing of the advanced F-15
foreign military sales variants, adding trials of U.S.-only sub-systems and Operational Flight Program software.
EX1 was ferried to Eglin by the commanders of the two squadrons that will
perform the work, Lieutenant Colonel
Richard Turner, commander of the 96th
Wing’s 40th Flight Test Squadron (developmental test), and Lieutenant Colonel
New Eagles for the USAF
Jacob Lindaman, commander of the 53rd
In 2018 the U.S. Air Force began disWing’s 85th Test and Evaluation Squadcussing the possibility of acquiring an
ron (operational test). The 40th FLTS is
operating EX1 with its ‘ET’ tail code, while
advanced Eagle version based on the
EX2—which was delivered in April—is
F-15QA to augment the Lockheed Martin F-35A and to replace the aging F-15C
assigned to the 85th TES and wears an
fleet. Initially known as the F-15X, it was
‘OT’ tail code. The six remaining aircraft
to be a single-seater with the features of
Eagle II deliveries
in Lot 1 production will also be allocated
the QA, but with an AMBER weapons rack On March 10 EX-1 was officially handed to the Eglin test fleet, and are due for
that would increase the air-to-air missile over to the U.S. Air Force at Boeing’s
delivery in 2022/23.
loadout to a maximum of 22.
Lambert Field facility in St Louis. On the
The Air Force plans to procure 144
In early July 2020 the Department following day, the first Eagle II was flown F-15EXs to replace the F-15C/Ds that
of Defense ordered eight aircraft, with
to its new home at Eglin Air Force Base
serve with the Air National Guard. With
another 12 requested for a contract in in Florida, to begin the Air Force’s test an average age of 37 years, they are rapthe 2021 budget. Designated F-15EX, and and evaluation program for the new ver- idly approaching the end of their useful
later named Eagle II, the aircraft are two- sion of the Eagle. The F-15EX is the first lives. F-15EXs from production lots 2 and
seaters, although the Air Force intends Air Force aircraft to undergo a combined 3 are earmarked for delivery in 2024/25
to operate them on most missions with developmental and operational test pro- to two squadrons within the Oregon Air
a single pilot.
gram, which is being managed by an Oper- National Guard: the 173rd Fighter Wing
The AMBER rack was dropped, but ational Flight Program Combined Test at Kingsley Field, which currently serves
the aircraft has the same systems as the Force (OFP CTF). The aim of combined
as the F-15C/D schoolhouse and will perform the same role for the F-15EX, and
the 142nd FW, an operational unit based
at Portland.
While the Air Force acknowledges that
the Eagle II will not be able to operate in
denied airspace beyond the late 2020s,
the type can be used for the homeland
air defense missions that are currently
undertaken by the ANG, operations in
benign air defense environments, and
as stand-off attackers. The aircraft is
touted as a carrier for long-range hypersonic strike missiles that are currently
in development.
Adoption of the Eagle II by the USAF
further strengthens its export credentials,
and interest has been registered from
India and Israel, among others. The type
The F-15ES cockpit has a new low-profile BAE Systems head-up display, EPAWSS electronic
may also be considered as a replacement
n
warfare suite, and Advanced Display Core Processor II along with an open-architecture design. for the USAF’s F-15E Strike Eagles.
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F-15QA—including F110-GE-129 engines,
wide-area display, and an AESA radar in
the form of the APG-82. The F-15EX has
a new low-profile head-up display from
BAE Systems, EPAWSS electronic warfare
suite, and expanded weapons-carrying
capability. At the heart of the mission
system is a high-speed Advanced Display
Core Processor II and an open architecture that allows the insertion of new technologies as they emerge.
Due to its similarities with the F-15QA,
the F-15EX was developed quickly and
Boeing flew the first example—known as
EX1—on February 2, 2021, with F-15 chief
test pilot Matt Giese at the controls. The
flight occurred nearly five decades after
the Eagle’s first flight on July 27, 1972.
EX-2 made its first flight soon after.

We believe flight is an engine for human progress.
Its magnitude both humbles and motivates us.
And every day, we rise to its challenges with
state-of-the-art engines, dedicated service experts,
and generations of innovators working together
to transform aviation.
Flight unleashes the world to go beyond.

LEARN MORE AT PRATTWHITNEY.COM

Boeing projects optimistic
outlook for Mideast growth
by Cathy Buyck
Boeing (Stand 1200) is maintaining a
bullish long-term outlook for commercial aviation in the Middle East, projecting that the region’s passenger traffic
and in-service fleet will more than double by 2040. Middle Eastern carriers will
increase their fleets at a higher than global
average annual growth rate and continue
to outpace their counterparts in North
America and Europe in terms of relative
annual passenger traffic growth, according to Boeing’s latest Commercial Market
Outlook (CMO).
The U.S. airframer’s 2021 CMO,
released ahead of the Dubai Airshow, forecasts that the commercial aircraft fleet in
the Middle East will grow on average by
4.1 percent per year by 2040 from the preCovid base year 2019. That compares to a
global annual rate of 3.1 percent. Operators in China, Southeast Asia, and South
Asia will likely record a higher annual
growth rate of the in-service fleets—of
4.4 percent, 5 percent, and 6.6 percent,
respectively—but airlines in North America and Europe will trail Middle Eastern
carriers, with a projected annual growth
rate of 1.7 percent and 2.7 percent, respectively. In absolute terms, the Middle Eastbased fleet will expand from 1,510 aircraft
in 2019 to 3,530 units in 2040.
The Boeing CMO considers jets of all
sizes for passenger and freighter use; it
excludes turboprops.
The company expects Middle East
passenger traffic, measured in revenue
passenger kilometers (RPK), to grow 4.1
percent annually over the 21-year forecast period, more or less in line with the
global average of 4 percent. Airlines in
North America and Europe, however, will
see RPKs grow at a much lower annual
rate of 2.7 percent and 3.1 percent, respectively, according to the forecast. Boeing
expects the region’s share in global RPKs
to increase, from a 12 percent share in
2019 to 13 percent in 2040.
Boeing’s projected robust long-term
growth for the Middle East comes despite
the slow pace of recovery toward preCovid passenger traffic levels in the region.
Without large domestic markets, the
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region’s major carriers rely significantly
on connecting, international traffic, which
remains subject to travel restrictions.
“The long-term underlying demand
drivers remain intact, globally and in the
Middle East,” explained Randy Heisey,
Boeing’s managing director of commercial marketing for the Middle East and
Africa. The Middle East’s geographic
location provides for a unique “fromanywhere-to-anywhere” business model,
he said, noting that an eight-hour flight
from the region’s hubs can reach 80
percent of the world’s population and
70 percent of global economic growth
for the next two decades. “Growth will
be enhanced by diversification of economies as there is increased focus on
building tourism and infrastructure,” he
added, citing Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030
economic reform program as an example.
Saudi Arabia is the largest country in the
Middle East and its Vision 2030 program,
introduced in 2016, aims to reduce the
country’s dependence on oil and develop
Saudi Arabia into an investment powerhouse and the preferred hub connecting
three continents.
“Demand is not the problem, travel
restrictions are the problem and the confusion about the restrictions,” asserted
Heisey, expressing a view shared by the
International Air Transport Association
(IATA). Asia-Pacific, which represents
a major market for Middle Eastern carriers, continues to suffer “some of the
most draconian travel restrictions,” IATA
senior economist Ezgi Gulbas noted
when presenting the trade body’s latest
outlook for the airline industry’s financial
performance at the IATA AGM in Boston
in October. IATA does not expect “significant” improvements in the Asia-Pacific
international market until later in 2022,
he said. RPKs on routes between the Middle East and Asia are expected to be just
25 percent of pre-Covid levels this year
and 41 percent in 2022.

Covid-19 Bites into Outlook

Boeing’s 2021 CMO charts an aboveaverage growth rate for Middle Eastern
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Widebodies will account for 44 percent of all deliveries to Middle Eastern customers over the
next 20 years, according to Boeing’s latest commercial market outlook.
carriers in the next two decades, but 9/11 and the financial crisis—will work
through the system and the retirement/
comparison with the 2019 outlook reveals
the sizeable impact of the pandemic. Pre- replacement cycle will gradually return to
Covid, the U.S. aircraft manufacturer pre- the “normal” balance.
dicted airlines in the region would grow
their in-service fleets at a 4.9 percent
Rising Single-aisle Demand
annual rate and RPKs to expand 5.1 per- The CMO projects the region will concent per year. It has also revised projected tinue to see “robust” widebody demand,
new deliveries downwards. In 2019, Boe- resulting in 1,320 deliveries to support a
ing said that airlines in the Middle East growing network of international routes
would require 3,130 new airplanes valued and sixth-freedom passenger and cargo
at $725 billion over the 20-year forecast flow over key hubs like Dubai and Doha.
period and expand their fleets to 4,030 Twin-aisle jets will account for 44 percent
jet airplanes in 2038. It now forecasts a of all deliveries by 2040, the highest prodemand for 3,000 new deliveries valued at portion of any other region, Heisey said.
$700 billion and the number of passenger However, Middle Eastern airlines have
and cargo airliners operating in the Mid- begun to boost their single-aisle fleets to
dle East to total 3,530 in 2040.
serve growing regional traffic, feed hubs
With 3,000 new deliveries, the Middle
from secondary destinations, or support
East accounts for just under 7 percent of LCCs. “We frequently talk about the
the projected global demand for new jets Middle East as being a widebody market,
across all segments through 2040.
but 44 percent of the [present] fleet is
More than two-thirds of airplane single-aisle and 53 percent of projected
deliveries (2,020 units) to the Middle
deliveries are within the single-aisle segEast throughout the forecast period will ment,” Heisey pointed out. The forecast
accommodate growth, while one-third projects the current single-aisle fleet of
of deliveries (980 aircraft) fulfill replace- 660 airplanes will nearly triple to 1,750
ment demand. Replacing older airplanes
jets in 2040, accounting for nearly half of
with more fuel-efficient models provides
the total Middle East fleet.
significant cost savings and environmenIn the cargo segment, Boeing identital benefits, amounting to $3.5 billion fies a need for 70 new freighter deliveries
fuel costs savings per year, $6 billion through the forecast period and it projoperating savings per year, and an annual ects that the fleet will nearly double from
reduction of 14 million tonnes of CO2 80 airplanes in 2019 to 150 by 2040. Air
per year, observed Heisey. Like in other cargo traffic flown by Middle East carriregions, Covid-19 caused an “early retire- ers has increased by nearly 20 percent in
ment shock” in the Middle East, though
the 12 months to July, according to Heisey.
that replacement dynamic—which also “It is noteworthy that two cargo carriers
marked past major disruptions such as in the Middle East rank in the global top
five,” he said. Qatar Airways became the
world’s third-largest carrier by freight
tonne kilometers (FTK) in 2020—after
U.S. integrators FedEx and UPS—up from
a 19th position in 2010. Emirates ranked
fourth in terms of FTKs last year.
On a global level, the Boeing CMO
projects the world’s freighter fleet will
expand from 2,010 units in 2019 to 3,435
units, for an increase of 70 percent over
the pre-pandemic fleet. The freighter
fleet grew by nearly 100 units last year
due to Covid-19, according to data compiled by Boeing.
n

Dubai Aerospace
Enterprise
owns, manages,
and has
commitments
or mandates to
manage about
425 airplanes,
including the
Boeing 737
Max 8.

Growing cash pipeline
puts Middle East lessors in
much stronger position
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Booming Middle East capital markets
have created the conditions for regional
lessors to eye expansion, as Dubai Aerospace Enterprise said it had sold assets
when prices were right and had underwritten more business in 2020 than in the
previous decade.
“In our business, liquidity risk trumps
capital risk; the liquidity that has been
made available to us by the capital markets has been staggering,” said Firoz
Tarapore, CEO and recently appointed
member of the board, speaking at the
recent Airline Economics conference in
Dubai. “The OEMs are sold out for many
years to come. There is no real opportunity for us to place [a major] order.”
In its update for the first nine months of
the year, DAE said it had signed 147 aircraft
lease agreements, extensions, and amendments, acquired 23 units, and sold another
23. With 114 customers in 54 countries, the
size of the fleet, consisting of aircraft the
company owns, manages, or has commitments or mandates to manage, stood at
around 425 airplanes. It issued $2.55 billion of senior unsecured debt in the period,
while, as of June 30, had liquidity of $4.1
billion and net debt of $9.5 billion.
As regional pace-setter, Dubai Aerospace Enterprise ranks well ahead of
Kuwait’s Aviation Lease and Finance
Company (Alafco), whose fleet includes
about 80 aircraft, Novus Aviation Capital,
with 50, and ABL Aviation, with 40.
In the nine months to June 30, Alafco
delivered three new A320neos, two to Scandinavian airline SAS, one to Mexican lowcost carrier Volaris, and another A320neo
to Chile’s Sky Airline, as part of multiple
delivery agreements signed in the past two
years. Fleet size as of that date stood at 78
aircraft, including Airbus A350-900XWBs
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and A320ceos and neos, and Boeing 777300ERs and 737 NGs. It has placed orders
for another 70 units in all.

Novus Eyes Doubling Portfolio

Dubai-based independent lessor Novus
Aviation Capital plans to double the size
of its portfolio to around $10 billion over
the long-term, after cannily selling $1 billion worth of aircraft in 2019. The company
had held $3 to $5 billion in assets under
management in the last few years, Mounir
Kuzbari, co-CEO, told AIN. “The plan is
to double in size and exceed the $10 billion level over time,” he said. “The pipeline
looks quite robust and this should increase
with recovery and increased deliveries.”
Novus has always shown agility and
opportunism and would look to expand
operations and the portfolio in the next
12 to 24 months, he added. “Our focus
will be on young, new-technology inproduction aircraft, but not limited to
single-aisle,” said Kuzbari. “The twinaisle market is a segment where we have
been very active and successful, and we
continue to believe there are and will be
interesting opportunities to invest more
in the latest widebody versions.”
Novus sold aircraft in the months prior
to the pandemic and has since taken
delivery of four B777-300ERs on lease to
British Airways. “We have also completed
an SLB transaction with Flydubai earlier
this year for two B737 Max 8s,” he said.
At the end of September, Novus’s aircraft portfolio contained aircraft assets
worth $2.33 billion across its operating
and finance lease portfolios, representing under 50 aircraft. At the end of 2019,
Novus’s portfolio contained 46 aircraft,
among them eight Boeing 777s, four 787s,
and 19 Airbus A321s.
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Economic fundamentals in terms of
cross-border trade in goods, production,
and air cargo volumes have returned to
pre-Covid levels, which proved especially
beneficial to cargo airlines and combination carriers, as cargo tonne kilometers
flown rose 9.4 percent on pre-crisis levels.
“Full recovery will take time but we
are convinced that there will be pent-up
demand in the short-term as travel
requirements are relaxed, then reaching
a long-term trend effectively back to 4 to 5
percent annual traffic growth within next
24-36 months,” he said.
Kuzbari believes that people who
comprise the leisure segment want to
travel more than ever. Strong evidence
of pent-up demand has surfaced, given
the latest surge of UK bookings to “green
list” destinations. The U.S. enjoyed a
very strong summer; aircraft were flying
full the vast majority of the time, as were
those in China.

ABL Now El Al’s Biggest Lessor

Founded in New York in 2014, global
independent aircraft investment and
asset manager ABL Aviation operates as
a team of 40 from Dublin, Casablanca,
Dubai, New York, and Hong Kong. It has
completed 42 aircraft transactions, with
more than $2 billion of total capital allocations across a range of investments
for several airlines, among them Delta,
Lufthansa, El Al, Pegasus, Wizz Air, and
EVA Airways.
“During Covid-19, in the last 12 to 18
months, we did around $1.6 billion worth
of business,” founder and CEO Ali Ben
Lmadani told AIN. “We became the biggest lessor to El Al; we did four Boeing
787-9s and -8s for them worth around
$600 million earlier this year. We did two
A350-900s for Lufthansa two months ago.
We did eight A220s for Delta between
January and September this year, and
one A321neo and one A320neo for Pegasus Airlines in Turkey, in April last year
and May this year, respectively.”
The firm arranged the first JOLCO
(Japanese Operating Lease with Call
Option) ever funded with aircraft
non-payment insurance (AFIC)supported debt in the El Al deal. In
April last year, despite the gravity of

the Covid-19 crisis, it completed the
first-ever remote e-delivery of a JOLCO
funded with available-for-sale (AFS)
guaranteed debt for Pegasus Airlines to
purchase a new Airbus A321neo.
Initially, ABL focused on midlife aircraft and high yielding investments but
said unattractive market conditions led
it to redefine its strategy, and, in 2018,
it switched to the new aircraft segment
following the execution of an exclusive partnership with the fourth-largest
financial institution in Japan, providing a
yearly $1 billion of asset value in permanent capital for JOL and JOLCO transactions. “In future, we expect more than half
[of ABL funding to be Japan-sourced],”
Lmadani said.
Lmadani expressed a desire to work
with the Middle East “Big Three.”
“We are looking at the possibility of
Boeing 777 freighters and 787s with
[Emirates] next year,” he said. “We just
hired CCO Michael Weiss, from Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation. We
are hiring more talent from the biggest
lessors. As a small company, we couldn’t
afford people of this caliber, but now
they are helping the company develop
a lot faster.”
Given his Moroccan background,
Lmadani said the Middle East and Africa
were particularly important markets to
ABL, and that he wants to push new leasing platforms in the MENA region. He
remains noncommittal about his eventual portfolio ambitions. “We don’t have
a target,” he noted. “We will go as big as
we can.”

Elettronica
and Leonardo
strengthen Italian
sovereign skills
Earlier this month Italy’s two foremost
defense and security companies—
Leonardo and Elettronica—signed
an agreement that consolidates and
strengthens their strategic cooperation and grows national sovereign
skills. The move allows the companies,
which have complementary areas of
expertise, to pursue opportunities at
domestic, European, and global levels.
The companies have identified maritime and avionics sectors as those of
strategic interest.
Neither company is a stranger in
the UAE. Leonardo has supplied and
supported jet trainer aircraft, including
the MB339s that equip the Al Fursan
national aerobatic team, as well as a
range of helicopters. Electronic warfare specialist Elettronica first supplied
EW equipment to the Emirati army and
air force in the 1990s, adding the navy
as a customer in the 2000s.
D.D.

Armed Orion-E MALE UCAV
debuts in Dubai |
by Vladimir Karnozov

Russia’s Kronshtadt (Stand 585)
has come to Dubai to demonstrate
an exportable armed version of
the Orion-E medium-altitude
long-endurance unmanned combat air vehicle (MALE UCAV)
outfitted with a satellite communications system (satcom) for
control and data exchange.
First time on display outside the
Commonwealth of Independent
States, the drone has operated in
the Arab world for several years, flying reconnaissance and, since 2019,
strike missions in Syria.
Developed under the Inokhodets
project, the version for the Russian
armed services officially went into
service last year. It differs from
the exportable Orion-E on display
in that it carries a larger inventory
of air-launched munitions and the
ability to operate as an element in
the network-centric warfare system.
Moscow does not hide the
drone’s combat employment in
Syria against “terrorist squads”
and “illegal armed bandits”—who
regularly release videos depicting
the Russian UAVs in the skies of
the rebellious Idlib province—
but shares details only with those
interested in buying the product.
Rosoboronexport, the state
arms exporter, has won “several
export contracts…that are now
being executed,” according to
the company’s general director
Aleksandr Mikheyev. All of them,
however, call for delivery of an
unarmed reconnaissance version, which won export clearance
in 2017. The recently developed
exportable strike variant carries
a combat load of 200 to 250 kg,
composed of 50 or 100 kg free-fall
or guided bombs. Engineers have
started work to expand the arsenal with the Vikhr-1V laser-guided
antitank missile.
Russia’s efforts to market armed
drones started slowly, as other
exporting nations took a lead
position. “The global market for
UCAVs is already well-populated…
and highly competitive,” Mikheyev admitted. Apart from the
popular U.S. and Israeli drones,
the Russian product faces competition from Chinese UAVs, he
said. And yet, Rosoboronexport
expresses optimism about sales
prospects for the Orion-E, praising its high performance.
The drone features fly-by-wire
controls as well as a sleek fuselage and a high-aspect-ratio wing
made completely of advanced

composite materials for lower observability and weight saving. The 115-hp Rotax 914
piston engine used on initial production
examples has given way to the indigenous

APD-120 motor. The latter drives the AV-115
pushing propeller to accelerate the onetonne drone to a top speed of 108 knots.
The Orion-E can loiter for 24 hours at
23,000 to 26,000 feet. Due to a limitation of
the radio relay equipment, the operational
radius for the current production drones can’t
exceed 250 km, but Kronshtadt offers overseas
customers a satcom set to extend the figure.
The company promised the Russian

defense ministry to deliver “at least six sets”
of the Inokhodets system this year. Each
one includes a control post on the platform
of a standard army truck and three (maximum six) UCAVs. To increase production
rates, Kronshtadt is building a new plant in
Dubna, outside Moscow. Starting next year,
it will produce “several dozen” UAVs annually for both local and overseas customers in
military as well as civilian versions.
n
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THE PERFECT PLACE FOR BUSINESS AIRCRAFT
We proudly present the unique interior cabin of one of our
latest completion projects with Royal Jet, the award-winning
premium private aviation company, based in Abu Dhabi, UAE.
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SUSTAINABILITY
A CLEAR AMBITION
Sustainability is at the heart
of our business. From the
beginning, we have invested in
technologies to make our engines
cleaner, quieter and more efficient.
Our clear ambition is to push the
limits of innovation, demonstrating
uncompromising technologies that
will help pave the way for an ever
more sustainable future. A common
mission, extraordinary together.

cfmaeroengines.com/sustainability
CFM International is a 50/50 joint company
between GE and Safran Aircraft Engines

other countries that Sukhoi rates as its
most near-term potential buyers: India,
Vietnam, and Argentina.
Having received “red alert” type signals
on their phones they drop whatever they
are doing to find any available means to
reach an aerodrome in another nation.
Pilots of other nations then join them as
the Checkmate rolls out of a hangar in
front of them, showcasing the Russian
company’s proposal for the aircraft to
be built as a multinational program with
numerous partners.

A Long-Running Campaign

A model of Russia’s “Checkmate” fighter stands on display at Moscow’s MAKS 2021 airshow.

Russia signals ambition to
overturn UAE F-35 sale
by Reuben F. Johnson

Russia’s
Night Hunter
prowls
abroad
by David Donald
Debutants at the Dubai Airshow include
the Mil Mi-28NE attack helicopter, the
latest export version of the Night Hunter.
Exhibited by Russian Helicopters, the
Mi-28NE is demonstrating its agility in the
flying display. The Mi-28 is joined in Dubai

22
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Swedish JAS-39E/F Gripen and the Lockheed Martin F-35—both cost considerably
more than the $25 million to $30 million
that the Checkmate designers quote for
their program.
The public briefings on the program
all contained few specifics of where the
Sukhoi design team and UAC believe
they could market the Checkmate, but
other marketing material released to date
shows that the primary target customer
is the UAE—hence its appearance at this
year’s Dubai show.
A promotional video released just
prior to MAKS begins with a pilot in
the UAE looking out at a Dubai skyline
from an upper-floor apartment. It shows
him packing up his flight kit after he has
received a scramble alert on his smartphone. Subsequent scenes show pilots
being similarly summoned in the three

Russian
Helicopters
is displaying
the Mil
Mi-28NE in
the Dubai
Airshow
flying display.

DAVID McINTOSH

For only the second time ever and for
the first time outside of Russia, the
new single-engine Checkmate fighter
graces a display platform here at Dubai
2021. United Aircraft Corporation (UAC,
Stand 895) and Sukhoi Aircraft Company (Static S16) revealed the program
only this past July on the opening day
of the Moscow Aviation and Space Expo
(MAKS). The airplane, which is also
sometimes referred to as the Su-75 or
the Light Tactical Aircraft (LTS in the
Russian acronym), represents an effort
by Moscow to stake out a portion of the
export fighter aircraft market.
The officials who gave a briefing on
the program at MAKS spoke of what
they see as a lack of an inexpensive, single-engine lightweight stealth fighter in
the world market. The other two most
stealthy single-engine designs—the

by Russian Helicopters’ other attack helicopter, the Kamov Ka-52 Alligator.
The Mi-28NE—an export version of the
Russian aerospace forces’ Mi-28N—made
its public debut at the MAKS show in Moscow, but the appearance in Dubai represents

November 14, 2 0 2 1

Sergei Chemezov, a long-time ally and
confidante of Russian President Vladimir Putin and the head of Russia’s Rostec
defense industrial holding company, proposed cooperation on the development
of the Checkmate to the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) in 2017 during the IDEX
show at the beginning of that year. Nine
months later, at the Dubai 2017 Airshow,
the two countries scheduled the signature of an agreement to share the cost of
developing the project.
However, a change in U.S. policy
announced on the eve of the Dubai event
reversed a previous position on F-35
export sales. The change would allow
allied Arab states to acquire the U.S. aircraft. The Emirates’ ability to purchase
the same fighter as the Israeli Air Force
torpedoed the Russia-UAE project.
News that the $23 billion agreement for
the UAE to acquire up to 50 of the U.S.
stealth aircraft might have derailed due to
concerns over Abu Dhabi’s growing military partnership with China appears to
have prompted the Russian push to offer
the Checkmate. Beijing has sent such a
large volume of defense equipment to
the UAE, raising concern by U.S. officials
that the Chinese plan to establish a base
in the Emirates—a step that could sink
the entire deal.
Following a policy review earlier in the
year, the Biden Administration said the
F-35 sale could move forward. But since
that time questions have surfaced about

\
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the first time that it has ventured abroad.
The latest improved version, unveiled in
Russia in 2018, features an upgraded main
rotor and uses uprated Russian-made
VK2500-01 engines in place of the original
Ukrainian TV3-117VMA powerplant.

the ability of the Emiratis to secure
the Lockheed Martin aircraft’s technical details away from any Chinese prying eyes.
The package for the UAE includes
the F-35s plus 18 of the General Atomics MQ-9B Reaper drones, weapons, and
other items, all of which won approval in
the 11th hour of the Trump Administration. Transferring the attack drones and
the F-35’s advanced weapons complement
ostensibly was justified as a hedge against
the increased belligerence of Iran.

Art of the Possible

Notwithstanding the apparent opening
for the Checkmate, there remain many
questions about both the marketing
strategy and the airplane’s technical
capabilities. Meanwhile, the Checkmate’s lack of record with the Russian
military hampers its prospects in the
export market.
The design announced at MAKS in July
calls for an aircraft with a 40,000-pound
takeoff weight and a thrust-to-weight
ratio of not less than 1:1. That mandates
the use of the new izdeliye engine now in
developmental test; however, developers
have not set an end date for its availability.
The aircraft is also supposed to retain
the “supermaneuverability” aspect historically emphasized in the Sukhoi
Su-27/30/35 family of fighter designs.
The engine would come equipped with
an axisymmetrical thrust vectoring nozzle. Its maximum speed would exceed
Mach 2.0 and it would be capable of
short takeoff and landing performance
with the use of the nozzle, according
to a report by TASS, the Russian state
news agency.
However, whether or not the package
is possible with all of the problems facing Russian industry and the major subsystems—the engine and the radar—still
not yet ready, remains in question. Even if
Russian industry can romance a princely
sum from the UAE to fund development,
those issues make the entire project a
very difficult task.
n

The latest version also now employs the
Khrisantema (Chrysanthemum) reconnaissance and strike system with the 10
km (6 mile) range 9M123M Strelets-VM
dual-channel guided missiles, although
the initial 9M120-1 Ataka VM remains an
armament option. An OPS-28M optical
surveillance and aiming system is fitted,
as is a search and engagement radar in
a pod that can attach to the stub wings.
This is in addition to the mast-mounted
360-degree surveillance radar.
Russian Helicopters has already
notched two sales successes for the
Mi-28NE, with Iraq taking delivery of its
first aircraft in 2013. The type first saw
action with the Iraqi air force in November 2015 during fighting around Ramadi.
Algeria also acquired 42, which were first
publicly shown in August 2016.
n

People who
see challenges
differently, see
flight differently.
What the world needs now is a new generation
of flight – made possible by people who bring
a new perspective to the challenge. A world
where air travel that connects us to more people
and places can also be more sustainable and
fuel-efficient. Because seeing a better-connected
world isn’t something that’s far in the future.
It’s the world we’re building now.

Secure management of
Kabul Airport in question
Few who saw videos of Afghan youths
“There is also an increased safety risk to
clinging to the side of a U.S. air force C-17 U.S. civil aviation operations in the Kabul
Globemaster transport plane as it sped up FIR (OAKX) at all altitudes due to the lack
on the runway at Kabul’s Hamid Karzai of a functioning civil aviation authority
International Airport (HKIA) on August and air navigation service provider. This
16—only to fall to their deaths minutes includes the lack of air traffic services
later—can forget the most indelible (ATS) capabilities to support en-route
image of the war-torn country’s descent services for overflight operations.”
into final chaos during the U.S.-led evacSigned by the U.S. and the Islamic Emiruation of Afghanistan that was set to end ate of Afghanistan (Taliban), the February
on August 31.
2020 Doha Agreement provided for the
The BBC reported that by the end of complete withdrawal of all NATO forces
that month, 120,000 Afghan or foreign from Afghanistan. On August 16, 2021,
nationals had departed Kabul bound for President Biden’s announcement that the
Qatar, the UAE, and Europe. The entire last U.S. military forces would withdraw
effort got derailed by two major suicide by the end of the month led to an increasattacks near the airport on August 26, ingly chaotic situation, as the realization
which killed over 100 people, including dawned that the coalition-trained and
13 U.S. servicemen and women.
-supplied Afghan government and military
Qatar Airways, Flydubai, and the air were powerless to halt a comprehensive
forces of several countries participated in Taliban takeover.
the August airlift of supplies into AfghanIn Turkey on September 6, Admiral
istan and the evacuation of those wishing Rob Bauer, chairman of the NATO Milto leave the country, many in fear for their itary Committee, thanked his hosts for
lives at the prospect of Taliban rule, with
their work in Afghanistan. “The situathe UAE alone claiming to have helped up
tion in Afghanistan remains concerning.
to 28,000 people evacuate.
Thanks to the help of allies, such as TurBy mid-October, Afghan carriers and key, and partners, we have been able to
Pakistan International Airlines operated evacuate NATO-affiliated Afghans. I am
a limited number of flights from HKIA especially grateful for Turkey’s extraorto international airports, according to dinary support during the evacuations,
flightradar24.com data.
including their efforts to secure the airKam Air and PIA were flying to Islam- port in Kabul,” he was quoted as saying
abad (eight flights a week), Ariana Afghan in a NATO communique.
Airlines flew to Dubai International (DXB)
Speaking to the U.S. Council on Foreign
(five), Ariana and Kam Air to Delhi (three), Relations (CFR) on the sidelines of the
and Ariana to Ankara Esenboga Interna- 7th Session of the UN General Assembly
tional (two). Flights looked to take place on September 24, Qatar’s Minister of Foraround every 30 to 150 minutes but due eign Affairs (MOFA) Sheikh Mohammed
to technical restrictions, nighttime oper- bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani explained the
ations did not appear possible.
thinking behind his recent visit to Kabul.
According to additional data from
He said it “aimed to provide a safe
flightradar24.com, as of October 15, passage for travelers from Afghanistan,
schedules showed only 65 flights to leave
urge the Taliban to respect the desire of
HKIA in the next seven days, 21 of them Afghan travelers, and coordinate with the
domestic flights to Herat.
U.S. and Turkey to restore work at Kabul
All this has inevitably raised the ques- airport in order to deliver humanitarian
tion of the safe and secure management aid to Afghanistan.” He added that the
of operations at HKIA. A Federal Aviation visit “aimed also to secure the security
Administration Background Information operation at Kabul airport,” the Qatari
Regarding U.S. Civil Aviation in the Kabul Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ New York
(OAKX) Flight Information Region (FIR) information office said.
issued September 14 called the situaBoth Turkey and Qatar appear to be
tion precarious.
offering continuing technical assistance
“The Taliban’s seizure of the majority of for the running of HKIA, but Turkey’s
Afghanistan, the collapse of Afghan gov- stated wish to provide troops to protect
ernmental structures, and the ongoing its team on the ground at the airport
threat of violent extremist organization
appears to be falling foul of the Taliban’s
(VEO) terrorist attacks, coupled with the insistence that no NATO or foreign milcoalition force withdrawal from Hamid itary forces remain in place in the counKarzai International Airport (ICAO: try. Given the unlikelihood that Afghan
OAKB), has resulted in a substantially actors will be capable of managing the
degraded safety and security environment airport for some time to come, it would
for U.S. civil aviation operations in the
appear that the return of normal interKabul Flight Information Region (FIR) national air traffic into HKIA could be a
(OAKX), including at OAKB,” it said.
prolonged process.
n
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by Peter Shaw-Smith

Indian Air Force ‘Sun Rays’ aerobats shine in Dubai

BAe Hawk Mk 132s flown by the Indian Air Force Surya Kiran (Sun Rays) aerobatic team paint
a precision pattern in the skies over Dubai during the validation day in preparation for the
opening of Dubai Airshow 2021.

Nir-Or Shows Next-gen
large area displays in Dubai
Israel’s Nir-Or (Stand 100) is showcasing at
the Dubai Airshow the next generation of
its Large Area Display (LAD) with dual-redundant screens showing both instrument
panel and other flight or mission-specific
operational features. The LAD is a 20- by
8-inch main flight deck liquid crystal display (LCD).
A prime system integrator focused on
LCD applications and a subsidiary of Israel’s Imco Industries, Nir-Or specializes in
combining hardware and software solutions into real-time embedded display
systems for the defense sector.
The new LAD, designed for airborne
applications, provides a dynamic viewing
range from full sunlight reading to night
operations with NVG compatibility, supports multiple video inputs, and features

an illuminated bezel keyboard with optical
multi-touch screen functionality, said Roy
Riftin, Nir-Or’s CEO.
The Nir-Or exhibit at the Dubai Airshow
includes displays developed for and provided to the Israeli Air Force for its F-16
and F-15 fighters and a gunner display
specifically upgraded for its AH-64 Apache
helicopters. Nir-Or is also presenting other
displays and solutions at its stand, including a LAD demonstrator for the Black Hawk
helicopter and a glass cockpit program for
India’s Dhruv advanced light helicopter.
Nir-Or also provides multi-dimensional
situational awareness, AI-powered video
systems with video servers, ruggedized displays, and camera clusters for
armored personnel carriers and other
military platforms.
J.W.
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Dassault’s Falcon 8X
and 900LX returned
to this year’s Dubai
Airshow, but the 8X is
now equipped with a
new interior reflecting
features inspired by the
in-development Falcon
6X, including new LED
lighting, improved
acoustics, and a new
cabin-management
system.

Dassault promotes Falcon
flagships in Dubai
by James Wynbrandt
Dassault Aviation (Chalet A27-A29, Stand
860) is showcasing the business side of its
military and civilian fleets, led by its current
and forthcoming business jet flagships: the
newly updated Falcon 8X tri-jet and its
next-generation fleet leaders, the Falcon 6X
and 10X twinjets. Dubai Airshow attendees
can experience the Falcon cabins’ signature “French Touch” aboard the 8X and the
900LX tri-jet on display at the static park.
The eight-passenger Falcon 8X
arrived at Dubai World Central with
a new interior design, premiered last
month at NBAA-BACE in the U.S., and
inspired by the forthcoming larger 6X.
It offers what Dassault calls “the most
sophisticated and well-designed cabin
available in any ultra-long-range business jet,” featuring flowing lines and
uninterrupted surfaces that enhance
the interior’s spaciousness.
The updated standard 8X cabin now
includes new LED lighting that incorporates sunrise/sunset functions among other
features, and upgraded acoustic insulation,
lowering the sound level in what is already
the quietest cabin on the market, according to the French company. A new cabin
management system makes controlling
cabin entertainment and environmental
systems fingertip simple, it adds.
Looking ahead, the Falcon 6X, scheduled for service entry in late 2022, features
the largest cross-section dimensions of
any purpose-built business jet. In fact,
both the 6X and 10X, with their supersized circumferences, mark a sharp departure from the Falcon line’s traditional
modest ramp scale, reflecting a change in
customer demands.
“Passengers want space and the comforts of home, especially on long flights,”

said Carlos Brana, Dassault’s executive
vice-president for civil aviation. “They very
much want to stroll up and down the aisle,
to freely visit and mingle with passengers
in other sections of the aircraft, and not be
hunched over because of low ceiling height.”
Configuration options for the 16-passenger 6X’s interior include a large entryway, a
crew rest area, spacious rear lounge, and
expanded galley. With its range of 5,500 nm,
the cabin altitude pressurization of 3,900
feet at 41,000 feet will help keep passengers
refreshed on long journeys.

Announced just last December, the 6X
first flew in March, and with three aircraft
now in certification flight tests, the program has logged more than 300 hours and
100 flights. Company test pilots “have
given the 6X high marks for its excellent handling,” Dassault chairman and
CEO Eric Trappier said, comparing their
maneuverability favorably to the company’s fighter jets. While “considerable
test activity [remains] to be completed,”
Trappier continued, the 6X is “achieving
milestones at a pace that our test engineers are really happy with.”
Dassault and engine maker Pratt & Whitney expect Transport Canada certification of
the airplane’s PW812D engine by year-end,
along with first flight of the fourth 6X airframe and first production model, scheduled
for delivery to Dassault’s Little Rock, Arkansas, completion facility early next year. The

6X will embark on a world demonstration
tour in the second quarter of 2022 following
full interior installation. Concurrently, Dassault is preparing its global service facilities to
ensure maximum support for flight departments from the first day of its operations.
The Falcon 10X, announced in May, is
even larger than the 6X, and at 9-feet, 1-inch
wide and 6-feet, 8-inches high, will eclipse
the cabin cross-sections of the competing
ultra-long-range Gulfstream G700 and
Bombardier Global 7500, said Dassault. All
three jets carry a cabin volume of about
2,700 cubic feet and a list price of around
$75 million to go with their long legs—
some 7,500 nm of range for the 10X.
Although looking much like a traditional Falcon, the 10X will differ structurally, with a composite carbon-fiber wing
of similar composition to those used in
Dassault’s Rafale fighter; meanwhile, its
T-tail-configured empennage represents
a switch from prior Falcons’ distinctive
cruciform and downward-canted horizontal stabilizers.
A new neXus flight deck featuring touchscreens and a single power-lever Smart
Throttle will allow addition of Recovery
Mode on the 10X, a first for Falcon jets.
Powered by purpose-built Rolls-Royce
Pearl 10X engines on the pylons, the 10X
will also become the first Falcon powered
by the British company’s turbines.
The 13-passenger Falcon 900LX,
launched in 2016, incorporates FalconEye head-up displays and an electronic
flight bag (EFB) in the cockpit, and offers
more than 35 percent better operational
efficiency than other jets in its class,
according to Dassault. Its 4,750 nm range
can connect Paris to Beijing, Mumbai to
London, or New York to Moscow, while
its tri-jet configuration delivers the short
field and high/hot performance for which
Falcons are known.
n

Bombardier sees Middle East new and preowned aircraft boom
A little over a month after completing its
largest transaction this year in the form of a
firm order for 20 of its new Challenger 3500
business jets from an undisclosed customer,
Canada’s Bombardier (Chalet A19, Stand 1325)
sees Middle East demand for its Challenger
and Global platforms intensifying to levels
not seen since the pre-2008 era and claims
its portfolio will continue to be popular with
a variety of operators, particularly in the charter market.
“Bombardier aircraft are very popular in
the region—and for good reason,” Christophe Degoumois, v-p international business
aircraft sales, told AIN. “Bombardier boasts a
strong portfolio of aircraft including the new
Challenger 3500 business jet, which we
introduced in mid-September, and the industry flagship Global 7500 aircraft, which continues to flourish in its production ramp-up.”
Bombardier marked the 50th delivery of
the Global 7500 in March, after delivering

35 in 2020. The aircraft carries up to 19 passengers and flies to a range of 7,700 nm.
The Challenger 3500 marks the evolution
of the successful Challenger 350 brand: it
carries up to 10 passengers and has a range
of 3,400 nm. Bombardier expects entry into
service in the second half of 2022.
“The Middle East is a very important
market for Bombardier with considerable
growth opportunities, both from an aircraft
sales and aftermarket perspective, especially in the medium and large-cabin categories,” he said.
Bombardier works with one authorized
service facility (ASF) in the region, ExecuJet’s MRO at Dubai Airport Free Zone. It
continues to be well-positioned to offer
customers a suite of diverse maintenance
capabilities in the region.
Bombardier’s Specialized Aircraft group,
the team that oversees aircraft allocated to
special missions, will project a significant
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presence at Dubai Airshow this year. “Our
aircraft, with their high endurance and
reliability, are well-suited to carry out several critical functions with governments
and agencies around the world, missions
like medical evacuation, surveillance, and
reconnaissance, or command transport,”
he said. “In fact, there are more than 550
Bombardier specialized aircraft in service.”
Degoumois said Bombardier’s customercentric philosophy was greatly appreciated in the Middle East. “Our sales team
is well-posiztioned to meet the increased
interest in private aviation and has more
than two decades of experience in the
region. The continuity of the business relationship has never been better, and many of
our clients are coming back for their second
or third replacement aircraft. Our team has
established considerable trust and ironclad
relationships with our customers in the Middle East.”
P.S.-S.
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Fleet expansion and MRO
complicate Emirates plans
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Due to take delivery of its 118th and
final Airbus A380 before year’s end, the
coronavirus pandemic has focused more
attention than ever before on Emirates’
widebody-only strategy. While many competitors who fly much fewer of the widebody units than Emirates have managed
to retire the model due to the high associated fuel expenses and maintenance costs,
Emirates does not have that option.
Emirates’ de facto cancellation of five
outstanding orders for the A380 has
allowed it to draw something of a line
under the aircraft, but even the most
optimistic forecasts indicate that it could
take a matter of years before the entire
worldwide A380 fleet gets airborne again,
if that, in fact, ever proves possible.
“By the end of November, the number
of cities that the aircraft will serve will be
scaled up to 27, representing a more than
65 percent increase from its current 16,”
Emirates said on September 27.
“As the world’s largest operator of the
A380 aircraft, the airline’s total fleet of
A380s will reach 118 by year-end…The airline currently flies to over 120 cities, representing 90 percent of its pre-pandemic
network, and plans to restore 70 percent
of its capacity by the end of the year are
on track with the return to service of
more than 50 A380 aircraft.”
Capt. Hassan Al Hammadi, divisional
senior vice-president of flight operations
at Emirates, was quick to come to the
defense of the aircraft as he eyed an end
to the pandemic. In an interview with
AIN, he underlined the A380’s centrality
to the airline.
“We have currently about 50 of them
back in operation. We have a plan to
expand this to 55 in January, as other
countries open their borders,” he said.
“The A380 is our carrier’s flagship [and]
the backbone of our airline. It will be a
major part of our fleet for years to come…
Most, if not all, passengers love flying the
airplane. We are in the process of bringing
them back one by one, two by two, four
by two. It depends on the demand, but
we are confident that, by next summer,
hopefully, most of our A380s will be flying again.”
Given a dwindling number of components and spares suppliers, Emirates
might face MRO headaches as the aircraft
ages; in June, it said the fleet averaged 7.3
years of age. While the airline seems committed to its large A380 fleet, industry
experts agree that it might require longterm solutions for it.
“They seem to be looking at diversifying
their supply base,” said Lufthansa Technik senior director of sales for the Middle
East and Africa Tim Butzmann. “With this
potential change in procurement behavior,
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the interaction with them is becoming
more active. We are discussing various
services, especially for their A380s.”
According to Butzmann, almost all
A380 operators are trying to find ways of
changing their MRO procurement behavior to avoid extremely costly situations
with the monopolies created for the aircraft as some suppliers go out of business.
Air transport consultant John Strickland told AIN that Emirates’ mediumterm fleet expansion plans also faced
problems due to delays by Boeing affecting the timely delivery of the 777X, of
which the airline originally ordered 150 in
2013. It modified the order in 2019 to 126
Boeing 777Xs, with thirty 787-9s replacing 24 of the larger widebodies. In early
October, Emirates president Tim Clark
once again criticized Boeing over timely
delivery of the aircraft and has said he
would not tolerate any imperfections in
the aircraft.
“The [figures] are currently more imprecise, as a small number of A380s have
been retired and cannibalized for spares,
and there could be more subsequently,”

Emirates plans to take delivery of its 118th and last Airbus A380 by the end of the year.
Strickland said. “Initial deliveries of Boe- “[W]e are always in discussions with
ing 777-9s were due to take place from manufacturers around different aircraft,
next year but because of production for example, the A350 or B787, which are
delays and technical issues; these have already in our order book; although still
been delayed until at least 2024 or 2025.
widebody aircraft, they are slightly smaller
“Emirates has already exacted flexibility than the B777,” said Capt. Al Hammadi.
with Boeing to adjust that order in favor of
“Dubai is a major global hub. We still
additional 787s. With some current Boe- believe strongly in widebody aircraft,
ing 777-300ERs already retired or slated which did a great job for us over the last
to do so, this delay is giving Emirates 35 years, and which we believe will do the
some headaches in terms of fleet planning same over the next 35 years. Of course,
and capacity availability. It’s a real state of we are looking at more efficient aircraft,
flux, that’s for sure, at the present time.”
but Emirates still strongly believes in the
Emirates also announced an order for widebody model. We think this is the best
50 A350-900s at the 2019 Dubai Airshow. way forward for our customers.”
n

Bell completes first AH-1Z Viper attack helicopter for Bahrain
Bell (Chalet A44, A45) has completed the first
of 12 AH-1Z Viper attack helicopters destined
for the Royal Bahraini Air Force (RBAF), the
manufacturer announced in October, after
a private celebration of the milestone at
Bell’s Amarillo, Texas, plant on September
30. Following its completion the Viper was
handed over to Naval Air Systems Command,
the contracting agency for the Foreign Military Sales acquisition. It will be prepared for
shipment to Bahrain by the Defense Contract
Management Agency and is expected to
arrive in the Gulf nation next year.
The Kingdom of Bahrain ordered the 12
Vipers in November 2018, the sale having

been cleared by the U.S. State Department
in April that year. With an estimated value
of $911.4 million, the notification included
an armament package, two spare General
Electric T700-GE-401C engines, with training and logistics support. The armament
includes AGM-114 Hellfire missiles and APKWS-II laser-guided rockets.
The RBAF has operated two-blade,
single-engine versions of the AH-1 Cobra
since 1994, having acquired a mix of AH-1E,
AH-1F, and AH-1P helicopters for service
with the 8th and 9th Helicopter Squadrons at Riffa air base, which houses all of
the Kingdom’s rotary-wing force. With a

Bahrain’s first Bell AH-1Z is seen at Amarillo at the time of completion, mounted on
temporary wheels that facilitate ground handling.
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four-blade composite rotor, “glass” cockpit, and integrated Target Sight System, the
twin-engine AH-1Z introduces a host of new
capabilities and improvements, not only in
terms of systems and weaponry, but also
in performance.
“The Viper will provide significant benefits to the Bahrain Defence Force as they
modernize their fleet of attack helicopters,”
said Mike Deslatte, Bell H-1 vice president
and program director. “Having a proven
state-of-the-art platform will help contribute
to the security of Bahrain while improving
interoperability with U.S. forces.”
The AH-1Z has been in service with the
U.S. Marine Corps since 2010, with a fleet
of over 200 aircraft. The majority of them
were remanufactured from AH-1Ws, topped
up by new-build aircraft. Bell has bid the
Viper for a number of international attack
helicopter requirements, and in 2019 followed up its success in Bahrain with the
sale of four to the Czech Republic as part of
a package that includes eight UH-1Y Venom
armed assault helicopters.
An interesting aside is that Bahrain will
shortly have two aircraft in its inventory
with the name Viper. As well as the AH-1Zs,
the RBAF has 16 Lockheed Martin F-16Vs on
order, an aircraft that the manufacturer now
regularly refers to by its long-established
nickname.
D.D.

Embraer upbeat on Mideast
demand for E-Jets, t-prop, EVA
by Cathy Buyck
Embraer’s stated belief that the Covid-19 aircraft to match weaker demand, connect
pandemic has created new opportuni- secondary cities or feed the region’s mega
ties for it to expand the fleet of E-Jets as hubs from smaller cities, noted Dabbas.
airlines review their networks and adapt Even some low-cost carriers have begun
to changed traveling behavior applies
to recognize the benefits of operating a
acutely to the Middle East, as the pan- dual fleet of narrowbody and regional
demic interrupts traditional long-haul- aircraft to access certain markets, he said.
to-long-haul traffic streams and gives rise “They are in contact with us,” revealed
to more interregional travel, according Dabbas. “They are realizing that on many
to the head of Embraer’s commercial air- routes they serve the Embraer regional jet
craft unit for the Middle East and Africa, is the right size,” adding that independent
Hussein Dabbas. The new environment data point to the need for more profitable
has also spurred strong interest in the smaller airplanes to better match demand.
Brazilian OEM’s updated concept for a Up to 53 percent of domestic and internext-generation 70- to 90-seat turboprop, regional flights in the Middle East depart
he added.
with fewer than 120 passengers on board,
“The appetite for [small narrowbody] 82 percent leave with fewer than 150 paspurchases is absolutely coming back,” sengers, and 57 percent of domestic and
Dabbas told AIN. “Airlines need to interregional routes have less than one
restructure to return to profit. The avia- daily flight. “Aircraft with up to 150 seats
tion industry pre-Covid and post-Covid will be instrumental in how quickly the
is very different,” he said, quoting the industry recovers,” Dabbas stressed.
advice from management consultant
Embraer (Stand A26, S11) remains optiPeter F. Drucker that “the greatest danger mistic about the region’s growth opportu-

in the Middle East and Africa because, he
said, the design of using the E2 jet fuselage with the engines mounted at the rear
would rid the region’s long-standing negative perception of a typical turboprop
aircraft. Commercial turboprop airliners never gained traction in the Middle
East, mainly due to mainstream travelers’
view of bladed propellers as old technology and the aircraft cabins as too small,
uncomfortable, and noisy.
“What Embraer is trying to do is to
tackle these issues head-on,” said Dabbas. “Our next-generation 70- to 90-seat
turboprop will offer a jet-like experience.
It will feature the same cross-section as
the E-Jets family and thus offer the same
space as the E2 cabins…with no middle seats and large overhead bins,” he
explained. The rear fuselage-mounted
engines will provide a much quieter cabin
with less vibration than the traditional
turboprops with engines mounted on the
wings, he noted, adding that this design
makes it possible to use air bridges at
airports. The established environmental
aspect of the turboprop—it burns less
fuel than a turbojet or turbofan—remains,
“but with a modern interpretation and a
modern engine,” said Dabbas. “The new
turboprop will do extremely well on thin
regional routes, particularly in Africa
where you have lots of airports with
unpaved or short runways.”
The Brazilian airframer has been
exploring the concept for a nextgeneration large turboprop for more
than two years and in August revealed
it had traded the initial architecture of
a low-wing aircraft and wing-mounted
engines for a design with two aftmounted engines, in a configuration similar to that of its 50-seat ERJ-145 regional
jet. The new passenger turboprop marks
the development of the first new Western turboprop aircraft in decades and
Embraer’s first new turboprop since the
Embraer’s Middle East and Africa commercial unit head, Hussein Dabbas, sees big prospects
EMB-120 Brasilia. The clean-sheet turboprop design accounts for part of the comin his region for the company’s E-Jets and future projects.
pany’s new sustainability goals, which
in times of turbulence is not the turbu- nities. The OEM’s last Middle East/Africa include a target of making its aircraft 100
lence; it is to act with yesterday’s logic.”
market outlook, released in October 2020, percent compatible with sustainable aviWhile long-haul traffic largely char- expected the in-service fleet in its segment ation fuel (SAF) by 2030. Although too
acterized Middle East air transport pre- to rise from 760 aircraft in 2019 to 870 by large for electric or hybrid-electric proCovid, markets between countries within 2029. Its new market outlook 2021, sched- pulsion, the turboprop could conceivably
the Gulf Cooperation Council, namely uled for release at the Dubai Airshow, pre- incorporate liquid-hydrogen propulsion.
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi dicts growth in deliveries in the region to
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates, rise by more than 10 percent over the next
Ready for EVA
have grown, as has, to a lesser extent, the 10 years. Currently, 230 Embraer aircraft Outside Embraer’s typical commercial
level of domestic travel. The Middle East operate in the Middle East and Africa— aviation business, Dabbas sees “a huge
counts only a limited number of countries, most of them fly in Africa.
market” for the electric vertical takeoff
such as Saudi Arabia and Egypt, with a big
and landing vehicle (eVTOL) under develdomestic air travel market.
Mideast Warming to Turboprops?
opment by the company’s Ft Lauderdale,
More and more airlines now recog- Dabbas expressed confidence that Florida-based Eve Urban Air Mobility Solunize the need for “fleet rightsizing” and Embraer’s upcoming next-generation tions subsidiary. Also known in the market
a shift to smaller-capacity, more versatile
turboprop will attract several customers
as EVA (Electrical Vertical Aircraft), the
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planned eVTOL would seat four passengers—plus baggage—fly to a range of 60
miles (96 km), and draw power from eight
electric propellers. The zero-emission
and low noise urban mobility platform
has gathered commitments involving 735
examples, including an order from lessor group Bristow and Brazil’s Avantto,
each for up to 100 Eve eVTOLS. Embraer
expects deliveries to start in 2026.
“There is a lot of interest for the EVA
in the Middle East,” said Dabbas, citing
interest in oil-rich countries like the UAE,
Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. He also sees a lot
of interest in Africa where traffic in main
urban areas “is always horrific.”
Eve has not yet announced a deal in
the Middle East, but it signed a memorandum of understanding in August with
Kenya Airways’ Fahari Aviation subsidiary
aimed at developing plans for an African
network of unmanned aircraft operations,
and eventually eVTOL aircraft passenger
service. “We are talking to other airlines,”
Dabbas said.
n

Engine parts MRO
Volo Aero makes
Dubai debut
Following the recent receipt of
AS9110:C quality system certification
for MROs, Volo Aero MRO (Stand
1773) is exhibiting for the first time at
the Dubai Airshow this week. “As a
Rolls-Royce-authorized repair facility for
501-D22 /T56 piece part repairs, as well
as a supplier of MRO services to several
of the world’s OEMs, we are looking
forward to having an on-site presence
at this year’s show,” Andrew Walmsley,
president of the Massachusetts-based
aircraft parts supplier and consultancy,
told AIN ahead of the airshow.
An EASA- and FAA-approved repair
station, the company provides repair
support on more than 40 parts for the
in-production Rolls-Royce T56 and
501 large turboprop engines found on
military and civilian airplanes, including the Air Force’s C-130H “Hurricane
Hunter” and Lockheed P-3C Orion,
the latter of which has served as a
U.S. Navy patrol aircraft for nearly 60
years before the last of them retired
from service in May 2020.
Additionally, Volo provides consulting services to MROs for the development and implementation of strategies
to improve their business. The company also supplies overhaul services
to engine piece parts on the Pratt &
Whitney Canada PW4000 and V2500
and CFM International’s CF6-80C2
and CFM56 product lines, as well as
component piece-part repairs on Hamilton/Collins Aerospace OEM products,
according to Walmsley.
J.S.
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Superjet applies power to
overcome U.S. trade restrictions
by Vladimir Karnozov
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grant Sukhoi an export clearance. Today,
more than half of a Superjet’s content
comes from outside Russia. The U.S.
content exceeds 10 percent, which is the
threshold set by the Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC). Furthermore, the
airplane carries some critical U.S. technologies in its onboard systems supplied
by European vendors.
To bypass the obstacle, Sukhoi proposed
the SSJ100R, which would have lowered
the U.S. share to a passable level. Later,
the manufacturer dropped the plan in
favor of an almost completely indigenous

version. In December 2020 it applied to
the Russian civil aviation authorities with
a request to conduct certification of the
RRJ-95NEW-100 (aka Superjet-New),
describing it as a major design change to
the 2010 type certification.
The KRET Corporation continues work
on completely indigenous avionics set by
repackaging technology developed for
the Irkut MC-21 narrowbody, while the
Ramenskoye design house plays the role
of system integrator. As a part of the effort,
the OKBM experimental design bureau
in Voronezh developed a control system

VLADIMIR KARNOZOV

Ten years after the Sukhoi Superjet 100
won type certification, the Kremlin is
trying to breathe new life into the program by spending 130 billion roubles
($1.83 billion) on the development of a
version with reduced foreign content
called the Superjet-New. Half of the sum
will go to the indigenous PD-8 turbofan,
meant to replace the PowerJet SAM.146
now appearing on current production airplanes.
Schedules call for the development of the
SSJ-New to end in 2022. Both the airplane
and engine would gain certification a year
later and enter commercial service in 2024.
The need for the Superjet-New arises
from the fact that Sukhoi cannot sell
current production airplanes to states
affected by Western economic sanctions
such as Iran and Syria.
Historically, the Russian Regional Jet
(RRJ) effort, later rebranded Superjet,
arose from an idea to create an internationally competitive airliner by mating a
Russian airframe with Western systems.
The aircraft would thus embody the best
of the two worlds, with Sukhoi contributing its vast extensive expertise in airframes and flight control algorithms.
The idea worked to some extent, as
183 aircraft have undergone assembly
so far, of which 154 remain in operation
with about 2 million flight hours logged,
according to the manufacturer. In reality, however, the active fleet is somewhat
smaller due to the effect of Covid-19 on
airlines. For instance, the largest type
operator outside Russia has recently
canceled all flights; Interjet of Mexico
used to operate 22 SSJ100Bs, of which 16
remain grounded.
But even before the pandemic, the
program experienced difficulties, never
achieving a desired manufacturing rate of
60 airframes annually. Production spiked
twice, at 36 in 2014 and at 33 in 2017. The
pandemic reduced the output to 18 in
2019, 11 in 2020, and 10 in 2021.
Although the type failed to attract
much interest in the global market, it
became popular with domestic carriers.
Aeroflot group operates 58 SSJ100s, Azimuth and Yamal 15 each, GazpromAvia
10, and Red Wings seven. Over the past
three years, Aeroflot and its affiliate Rossiya signed for a total of 115 SSJ100s due
for delivery by 2027. Red Wings added 59
and Azimuth firm orders for 27 and “soft”
commitments for another 15.
While the demand in the domestic
market proved relatively high, that from
abroad did not, even from what the West
considers pariah states. In 2018, Iran Air
Tours and Iran Aseman signed for a total
of 40 airplanes. But the Persian order
stalled in 2019, after the U.S. refused to

A current-iteration Superjet 100 performs aerial maneuvers during the flying display at the
2021 MAKS air show outside Moscow.

GE completes its 1,000th
engine foam wash
by Chris Kjelgaard
GE Aviation has completed its 1,000th
360 Foam Wash of commercial turbine
engines since 2017, when Qatar Airways
participated in the engine cleaning system’s first trials.
The milestone total includes foam
washes performed in technology trials by
airlines in the Middle East and Asia-Pacific
regions, along with GE Aviation’s on-wing
support team. The total includes washes
performed by customers as part of their
routine aircraft maintenance processes.
GE’s 360 Foam Wash system uses a specially formulated solution to remove dust
and dirt from engine gas paths. Because
the system is self-contained, crews can
use it within hangars—unlike traditional
water washes, according to GE.
After Qatar Airways became the launch
customer for GE’s 360 Foam Wash system in 2019 following some three years
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of trials, the manufacturer announced in
the first half of 2021 that Etihad Airways
and Royal Jordanian Airways had also
signed for it. GE confirmed to AIN that
Emirates Airline also has become a Foam
Wash customer.
The fact that all four initial customers
for the 360 Foam Wash system hail from
the Middle East is not a coincidence.
According to a GE spokeswoman, the 360
Foam Wash system works better than
water washes in restoring design-performance levels in GE and GE-joint venture
engines that operate frequently in hot and
harsh environments—such as the desert
environments predominant throughout
the Middle East. GE confirmed it has
demonstrated the 360 Foam Wash system
to other Middle East-based airlines and has
held discussions with some of those carriers over potentially becoming customers.

module responsible for the wing’s deflectable surfaces. Plans call for a completely
new control system to be ready in 2022.
Meanwhile, the most expensive and
technologically challenging part of the
Superjet-New effort lies with the PD-8. To
cut development time and costs, developers decided to keep the existing SAM.146
cold section developed by NPO Saturn in
Rybinsk. At the same time, a Russian engine
core based on that powering the PD-14
for the MC-21 would replace the Snecma
DEM.21 engine core in the SAM.146.
Because of its partnership with General
Electric in CFM, Snecma cannot independently produce engines with a thrust
range occupied by the CFM56 and Leap
family. Therefore, the most powerful 1S18
version of the baseline SaM146 delivers
17,416 pounds of thrust. It powers the longrange “LR” variant introduced in 2012.
The SSJ-100LR has a gross weight of
109,016 pounds, as opposed to 101,146
pounds for the initial SSJ100-95B, allowing for a range of 2,470 nm versus 1,645
nm. Both “LR” and “B” versions share the
same fuselage with a factory standard cabin
for 98 passengers or 108 in a high-density
layout. Since NPO Saturn carries no obligations on engine power, it plans to produce
PD-8s rated between eight and 10 tons.
Potentially, that would give the Superjet a
further increase in range, as well as allow for
a stretch version seating more passengers.
The PD-8 first appeared at Moscow’s
MAKS’2021 air show in the form of an
experimental gas generator. Its datasheet
lists dry weight at 1,690 kg or 18 kg less
than that for the SAM146-1S18, and a 3
percent improvement in specific fuel consumption in cruise. The PD-8 will also
power the Beriev Be-200 amphibian. n

The engine manufacturer regards its
360 Foam Wash system not only as a product that helps reduce engine maintenance
but as an increasingly relevant tool in
helping the air transport industry realize
its ambitious carbon-neutrality targets.
Using the 360 Foam Wash system to clean
an engine lowers the engine’s exhaust
temperature, improves its compressor
efficiency, restores the engine’s performance, and increases its time on wing,
according to GE. As a result, the engine
burns less fuel and emits lower levels of
greenhouse and noxious gases.
GE awards each 360 Foam Wash customer technical licenses to perform the
patented foam wash process. The process involves driving a special detergent
into the engine in a controlled cleaning process. The foam fills target areas
within the engine and during the cleaning process the cart-borne motor drives
the engine core stages to rotate 360
degrees, ensuring the foam uniformly
reaches every part of each core rotating stage.
All four initial 360 Foam Wash customers operate either GE90-powered 777s or
GEnx-powered 787s or both.
n

Airbus recently unveiled the design for its planned CityAirbus NextGen eVTOL aircraft.

Will Dubai get back on the
advanced air mobility map?
by Charles Alcock
Back in the early days of what has become
the advanced air mobility (AAM) boom,
Dubai appeared a likely candidate for
early adoption of new eVTOL (electric
vertical takeoff and landing) aircraft for
applications such as air taxi services.
More recently, however, ambitious cities
like Los Angeles, Singapore, Miami, and
Paris seem to lead the race to embrace
the new mode of air transportation, with
eVTOL pioneers like Joby, Archer, Lilium,
Volocopter, and Vertical Aerospace all
promising initial commercial operations
starting in 2024.
In 2017, Dubai’s Roads and Transportation Authority (RTA) seemed ahead of the
game when it conducted air taxi demonstration flights with early prototypes
of autonomous eVTOL models under
development by Germany’s Volocopter
and China’s EHang. At the time, the emirate’s government set an ambitious goal of

making 25 percent of all local traffic, both
on roads and in the air, self-driving.
This year has brought a flurry of significant orders for eVTOL aircraft to a mix of
charter operators and scheduled airlines.
However, none have so far originated in
the Middle East region.
Speaking in October 2020 at the Vertical Flight Society’s Forum 76 conference,
independent urban air mobility expert
Denis Heckmann of FEV Consulting raised
questions about the viability of eVTOL
commercial services in a location like the
UAE. His main concern was the region’s
intense heat, which commonly hits 100
deg F in the summer months. In his view,
the extreme temperatures would require
costly work to construct parking pads and
aircraft with robust air conditioning and
would also raise power consumption by
the electric aircraft, reducing already limited payload and range.

The interior of the Lilium Jet, an electric vertical takeoff and landing advanced air mobility
aircraft that will carry passengers on flights of up to 155 miles.

Nonetheless, the 2021 Dubai Airshow
may provide some clues about whether
the region is preparing to restart its plans
for a future in an AAM sector now attracting new investments at markedly higher
levels than mainstream air transport.
The show’s Advanced Aerial Mobility
conference on November 17 will explore
the potential for what is also knowns as
urban air mobility (UAM), including a presentation by Alexander Asseily, Lilium’s
chief strategy officer. The German start-up,
which recently completed an initial public offering on Wall Street, is developing a
seven-seat model called the Lilium Jet.
With ducted fans in its wings, the
project has already attracted multiple
pre-orders and would offer a range of
up to around 155 miles, making it suitable for connections such as Dubai to
Abu Dhabi. Lilium says the size of the
design can grow to accommodate up to
around 16 seats.
Other conference sessions will include
contributions from ground infrastructure
specialist Skyports, Boeing, Dubai’s RTA,
the UK Research and Innovation Agency,
which is running the FutureFlight Challenge research and development program,
Airbus’s UAM team, NASA, and the UAE’s
Civil Aviation Authority.
UK-based vertiport developer Skyports
has begun working on a study with Israeli
eVTOL start-up Urban Aeronautics to
assess the infrastructure needs for introducing air taxi services in cities across the
Middle East. The company is developing
a hydrogen-powered eVTOL model called
the CityHawk, which would carry four
passengers almost 100 miles at speeds of
150 mph.
Several exhibiting companies at this
year’s Dubai show are actively developing
eVTOL aircraft. Unfortunately, none plan
to demonstrate prototypes at the event,
but may provide updates on their intentions and expectations for the AAM sector
in this part of the world.
The Eve Urban Air Mobility Solutions
subsidiary of Brazilian airliner and business jet maker Embraer (Chalet A26,
Static S11) is working on a four-passenger
eVTOL that it expects to enter service in
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2026. The company has already attracted
more than 200 provisional commitments
to buy the all-electric model, which will
fly to a range of up to around 60 miles,
from several operators, including most
recently offshore helicopter transportation group Bristow.
In September, Airbus (Stand 1050, Pavilion P9) unveiled an eVTOL design called
CityAirbus NextGen. The fixed-wing
model, with a V-shaped tail and eight sets
of electric motors and propellers, would
carry four passengers up to around 50
miles at speeds of 75 mph. The European
aerospace group expects to complete type
certification in 2025, having commenced
test flights with a production-conforming
prototype in 2023.
Despite the closure last year of its
Boeing NeXt technology incubator, the
U.S. aerospace giant (Chalet A22-25) still
harbors ambitions in the AAM space. Its
Wisk Aero joint venture with Kitty Hawk
conducts extensive test flights with a fully
autonomous two-seat eVTOL called Cora
and says it has begun design work on a
larger, longer-range model.
Italy’s Manta Aircraft is also exhibiting
at the Dubai show. The company is developing twin- and single-seat hybrid electric fixed-wing aircraft called, respectively,
the ANN2 and ANN1. It says these will be
able to operate in either VTOL or STOL
modes, offering a range of up to 373 miles.
Bell (Chalet A44-45) has been working
on an eVTOL design called Nexus, but
since launching the design in early 2019
it has fallen largely silent about the project’s progress. Similarly, rival rotorcraft
group Leonardo (Stand 530) has stopped
talking about its once declared ambitions
to develop electric-powered aircraft.
More news on the subject appears likely
to come in the fairly near future from
Textron Aviation, which earlier this year
launched a new electric aviation division
called eAviation. That move might represent a response to plans by independent
electric propulsion specialists, including
MagniX and Ampaire, to electrify the ubiquitous Cessna Grand Caravan utility aircraft.
For its part, Volocopter appears to have
switched its attention to the U.S. and other
international markets, having recently
exhibited its VoloCopter design at the EAA
Air Venture show in Wisconsin and China’s
Zhuhai Airshow. The Volocopter is a twoseat model, but the company also harbors
plans for the larger, longer-range VoloConnect aircraft.
n
The FutureFlight.aero platform produced
by the AIN editorial team provides in-depth
coverage of new aviation technologies and
business models, spanning the advanced
air mobility sector and the mainstream air
transport industry. All readers now enjoy full
access to constantly updated news reports, an
extensive database of new aircraft programs,
as well as other exclusive articles
and content. Sign up to receive
the free FutureFlight newsletter
each Thursday.
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Etihad Engineering’s MRO capabilities include engine repair and maintenance on all types of Boeing and Airbus airliners.

Etihad Engineering looks
to partnerships for growth
by Cathy Buyck
Like all other maintenance, repair, and
overhaul organizations, Etihad Engineering (Stand 1110) suffered from the effects
of the Covid-19 pandemic, as uncertainly
wrought by widespread flight restrictions
and lockdowns made it difficult to plan
for virtually anything. But rather than
wait and rely on its cash-rich shareholder,
the government of Abu Dhabi, for support
until the skies reopened, Etihad Engineering quickly realigned its strategy in order
to keep staff retained and its hangars
occupied, explained David Doherty, the
company’s head of sales.
Aircraft hangars at Etihad Engineering’s 500,000-sq-m facility cover approximately 66,000 sq m, including 10,000
sq m of aircraft painting facilities and a
custom-designed hangar that can accommodate up to three widebody Airbus
A380s simultaneously. The company previously maintained Etihad Airways’ fleet
of 10 A380s, but all 10 aircraft remain in
long-term storage.
“We took a fresh look at how we could
support our customers, deliver value,
and keep our revenue streams flowing.
The key to this was being proactive and
flexible,” Doherty told AIN. “Instead of
viewing grounded aircraft as a problem,
we helped our customers capitalize on
this rare downtime by making upgrades
to their fleet,” he said, noting that while
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some airlines delayed routine maintenance, others brought it forward.
Etihad Engineering adapted its business to the Covid-19 environment by
expanding its long-term aircraft parking
capacity considerably. At the height of
the coronavirus crisis, airplanes occupied the majority of parking slots at its
140,000-sq-m aircraft parking area adjacent to Abu Dhabi International Airport.
For its in-house customer, Etihad Airways,
the MRO provider conducted a full cabin
refresh on all parked passenger aircraft,
including interior detailing, seat repairs,
and a full sweep of the inflight entertainment system. All aircraft arriving for
parking at Etihad Engineering underwent
preservation maintenance to ensure that
they remain serviceable in accordance
with the manufacturer’s guidance.
In addition, every aircraft arriving at
the facility for parking or maintenance
goes through a deep cleaning process—
lasting about four hours for a narrowbody aircraft and eight hours for larger
aircraft—by the disinfection team before
any work commences.

3D Printing

The company also enhanced its health
and safety protocols by investing in
thermal cameras, conducting regular
PCR tests, and launching an on-site
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vaccination program. “This allowed us to
not only protect our people but honor our
commitments and deliver aircraft to customers from all over the world,” Doherty
noted. “Despite all the challenges, we
managed to deliver more than 300 aircraft in 2020, thanks to good planning and
crisis management, diligent cost control,
and being adaptive to the changing needs
of the market.”
Outside the scope of its customary
aircraft maintenance work, Etihad Engineering invested in its own onsite face
mask production facility that to date has
produced more than 5 million masks—
not just for its own staff but also for
its customers.
Its state-of-the-art 3D printing facility produced reusable and lightweight
face shields for distribution to the
UAE’s frontline health care providers.
The MRO division of Etihad Aviation
Group first received European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) approval
to 3D print with filament technology
in 2017 and became the first airline
MRO in the world to certify, print, and
fly 3D printed cabin parts. In 2019, it
received EASA approval for 3D printing
using powder-bed fusion technology to
design, produce, and certify additively
manufactured parts for aircraft cabins.
Etihad Engineering will need to apply
its ability to adapt to a changed environment during the Covid pandemic again
in the post-Covid era, Doherty asserted.
“The marketplace has gone through a
transformation, and so has our approach
and strategy to cater to it,” he said. “As
restrictions ease, we want to understand
what airlines are really looking for, and

we try to be as flexible and competitive as
possible in doing so. Our ability to understand and adapt with changing market
needs has meant our services have been
in high demand—we have worked hard
through the pandemic and have been
successful in bringing in new customers.”
Building more hangars and increasing capacity is one way to expand, but
“it limits us within the same revenue
stream,” Doherty remarked. “New avenues of growth” the company has begun
to explore include servicing of large
components in partnership with OEMs
and forging strategic partnerships with
other industry players. Examples of such
partnerships include the recent deal with
Israel Aerospace Industries to establish
two passenger-to-freighter conversion
lines for the “Big Twin” 777-300ERSF
at the MRO’s facilities in Abu Dhabi.
Another example—a multi-year cooperation agreement signed in 2019 with Argentina’s main aircraft manufacturer, Fabrica
Argentina de Aviones (FAdeA)—established narrowbody aircraft maintenance
services for airlines in South America at
FAdeA’s hangars in Córdoba. The partnership capitalizes on the facilities and
manpower of FAdeA, coupled with Etihad
Engineering’s MRO expertise and deep
customer footprint in Latin America.

Leveling to the New Normal

Since its establishment in 2003, Etihad
Engineering developed a wide range of
capabilities and services including heavy
maintenance, advanced composite repair,
cabin refurbishment, livery paint, and
component repair on all major commercial Airbus and Boeing aircraft. It serves
third-party customers as well as Etihad
Airways, although work for the latter is
gradually declining as a restructuring process at the airline curbs fleet growth. The
resizing exercise, from a super-connector
airline with global ambitions and stakes
in multiple airlines to a focused midsize
point-to-point carrier, started before
Covid-19 disrupted air travel. As of the
end of this year’s first half, Etihad Airways’ fleet consisted of 64 aircraft, compared with 103 in the first half of last year,
although the airline had grounded most of
those due to Covid.
Doherty expressed optimism in the
recovery of the MRO market in the Middle East. “In my personal opinion, there
is likely to be an increase in demand
for MRO services as more aircraft are
brought back to service, with routes
being opened up locally and internationally. Airlines will be eager to serve
the initial spurt in passenger traffic,” he
said. Yet, he cautioned that “with the
passage of time, there will be a reduction in airlines’ fleet sizes both regionally as well as globally.” As airlines retire
older aircraft, less work for MRO players
might result, he noted. “I think within a
couple of years, things will level out to
the new normal and the MROs that have
prepared for this well will sail through,”
concluded Doherty.
n

Airbus has
arrived at several
possibilities for
future aircraft
designed to
contribute to
aviation’s carbon
neutrality goals,
including hydrogenpowered airliners,
which will require
collaboration with
regulators, energy
producers, and
infrastructure
builders.

Airbus steadfast to build a
zero-emission airliner

Hydrogen Partnerships

by Cathy Buyck
When speaking to reporters during Airbus’s “Pioneering Sustainable Aerospace”
summit in September, company CEO
Guillaume Faury revealed he dreams of
having people over for dinner from all
over the world, flying thousands of kilometers comfortably, safely, and with no
impact on rivers or mountains. No CO2,
no contrails, no NOx. “Global warming
is a global challenge, we need to go fast,”
he stressed.
He acknowledged the discomfiting
general perception that aviation has been
slow in addressing its effect on climate
change, while adding that “a learning of
the Covid-19 crisis has been our incredible ability to find solutions in the face of
challenges.” The pandemic has not eased
societal or regulatory pressure to curb
emissions; in some regions it has even
intensified—particularly in Europe. Environmental sustainability now ranks at the
top of the industry’s agenda, he asserted.
Airbus (Stand 1050) is pulling all
its levers to decarbonize air transport,
and its vast team of 5,000 engineers
across the group’s divisions is exploring multiple technologies and pathways;
some are truly game-changing—such as
building a hydrogen-powered airliner
or designing a wing that will be able
to adapt its shape, span, and surface
during flight. Others involve enhancements to existing technologies, and
others are features that occur as a function of today’s circular economy, such
as carpet made entirely from recycled
waste. Such material already appears
on the A350-900 Airspace Explorer, a
specially configured A350 testbed for

demonstrating new cabin technologies,
and has passed all the regulatory tests
for use on commercial airliners.
The European aerospace group continues working on a concept for hydrogenpowered airliners, and Faury called
getting them into commercial service in
time to meet its previously stated goal of
2035 a “fair and realistic perspective.”
“The credibility of the 2035 entry into
service is high and higher every day,” he
said, while cautioning that “collaboration is absolutely critical.” That suggests the need for support of regulators
and authorities certifying new forms of
energy and the aircraft using them and
the cooperation of energy producers and
infrastructure providers. “Having the
right fuels, at the right time, at the right
place, at the right price,” remains a major
consideration, he explained.

To prepare for the use of hydrogen at
airports, Airbus has forged several partnerships—mainly across Europe. It is
partnering with French industrial gas
solutions and technologies company
Air Liquide and airport operator Vinci
Airports to analyze the possibility of
equipping Vinci’s European network of
25 airports with the hydrogen production,
storage, and supply facilities needed
for use on the ground and on aircraft.
France’s Lyon-Saint Exupery Airport will
serve as the pilot location for the project and will receive a hydrogen gas distribution station in 2023 to supply both
the airport’s ground vehicles and those
of its partners. This first phase will test
the airport’s facilities and dynamics as a
“hydrogen hub.” Air Liquide and Airbus
already cooperate in the Ariane space
program and share responsibility for
the launch vehicles’ liquid hydrogen and
oxygen storage tanks, from their design
to their integration.
Airbus has also signed agreements
with three airlines—European budget carrier EasyJet, SAS Scandinavian
Airlines, and Air New Zealand—to

Airbus remains committed to bringing hydrogen-powered airliners into service in 2035, which
is a “fair and realistic perspective,” according to CEO Guillaume Faury.
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study infrastructure needs for future
hydrogen-powered aircraft.
Under a project called Zero E, Airbus
revealed three concepts for possible
hydrogen-powered airliners in September 2020. The airframer believes it will
take about five years to develop and
mature the technology and it expects to
decide on the most suitable hydrogen
technology platform in 2024 or 2025.
However, one design already seems to
be losing traction. The unusual concept showing a blended wing airframe
received the most public coverage,
though it has the least chance to materialize, divulged Glenn Llewellyn, Airbus
vice president for zero emissions.
Even if a hydrogen-powered Airbus airliner takes to the skies in 2035 it will in
the first phase apply only to regional and
short-haul flying. “It will be a long time
before we see hydrogen-powered planes
dominate the fleet,” chief commercial
officer Christian Scherer said.
“We will see sustainable aviation
fuel for several decades for long-haul
[flights],” added chief technology officer
Sabine Klauke.
Faury admitted to his frustration with
the lack of scale and availability of SAF.
All Airbus models are certified to fly with
a 50/50 blend and the airframer aims for
100 percent SAF certification by 2030, said
Klauke. A test flight earlier this year with
an A350 burning 100 percent SAF proved
successful and Airbus plans a similar test
flight with an A320neo in cooperation with
CFM International, the manufacturer of the
Leap-1A engines that power the A320neo
family, later this year or early next year, she
said. But the uplift of SAF by airlines globally remains under 1 percent of their total
fuel usage. Operators have signed SAF commitments totaling 6.3 billion liters during
the pandemic, double the commitment
pre-Covid, according to the Air Transport
Action Group (ATAG). Still, “we should be
much faster on SAF,” Faury lamented.
ATAG research predicts a need for
about 400 million tonnes of SAF per
year by 2050—or 8,000 times the 50,000
tonnes produced in 2020. This upscaling
will require around 5,000 to 7,000 SAF
production facilities.
Meanwhile, Airbus is focusing on
electrification technology to power its
urban mobility aircraft, the CityAirbus
NextGen. The manufacturer unveiled a
design for a fixed-wing eVTOL with a
V-shaped tail and eight sets of electric
motors and propellers at its sustainability summit in Toulouse. The CityAirbus
NexGen is a blend of elments of two former e-VTOL demonstrators, the Vahana
and CityAirbus. The all-electric CityAirbus NextGen will carry up to four passengers on flights of up to 80 km (50
miles) and at speeds of 120 km/h (75
mph). “We are on a quest to co-create
an entirely new market that sustainably
integrates urban air mobility into the
cities while addressing environmental
and social concerns,” concluded Airbus
Helicopters CEO Bruno Even.
n
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Middle East MRO spend to
fall by a third on Covid-19
by Peter Shaw-Smith
The Middle East’s MRO sector has come
under sustained pressure from Covid19-related factors and appears likely to
recover more slowly than overall fleet
growth to the end of the decade, industry
statistics show.
Oliver Wyman’s MRO Middle East 2021
outlook said that whereas the Middle East
fleet shrank 24.1 percent in 2021 to 1,093
aircraft compared with the 2019 figure of
1,440, MRO spend fell 31.1 percent in the
same period.
The regional fleet should grow later
this decade. Oliver Wyman’s data show
that by 2025 the fleet will grow 16.7 percent larger than in 2019, to 1,680 aircraft,
and, by 2030, 56.6 percent larger, to just
over 2,250 units. That would put Middle
East fleet compound annual growth at 4.3
percent for the 12 years to 2030.
The Middle East accounted for 11
percent of global MRO spend, or $9
billion in 2019. The Oliver Wyman outlook forecasts the figure to fall to $6.2
billion in 2021 or 31.1 percent. It projects spending to grow by 2025 to $10.8
billion, up 20 percent on the 2019 level,
and 27.8 percent by 2030, when the figure of $11.5 billion accounts for 10 percent of global MRO spend, according to
the report.
“The Middle East fleet is expected
to recover to its pre-Covid size in 2023,
driven by strong narrowbody growth from
new deliveries; by 2027 narrowbodies are
expected to overtake widebodies as the
most popular class in the region,” said
Oliver Wyman partner Michael Wette in
the outlook, published in June 2021.
As a result of deteriorating conditions
during the pandemic, Middle East airlines have remained tight-lipped on their
MRO operations. In its 2020-21 annual
report, Emirates said that direct operating costs, including aircraft-related
handling, in-flight catering, overflying,
landing, and parking, crew layover, and
aircraft maintenance expenses fell by 64
percent during the period, in line with the
decrease in overall capacity.
“Primary capital expenditure comprising
aircraft spend (including pre-delivery payments, aircraft, engines, and parts), major
aircraft and engine maintenance costs and
spare engines represented 93.3 percent or
$1.28 billion of the annual capital spend,” it
said. “This spend includes the addition of
three A380s delivered this year.”
In April, Qatar Airways doubled its
engine production capability by opening
a 9,000-sq-ft facility to allow it to cut
annual MRO costs by $2.2 million. “It is
estimated the new facility will enable the
airline to improve workflow by 23,400
man-hours per year, by centralizing its
engine production and engine parts
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storage processes, increasing the number
of its engine production lines from four to
eight, covering a variety of aircraft engine
types,” the airline said.
Saudi MROs continue to keep a low
profile. Alsalam Aerospace Industries, the
military MRO to VIP conversion specialist,
and Saudi Arabian Aerospace Engineering
Industries (SAEI), the MRO to national
airline Saudia, saw their joint venture with
Boeing—the Saudi Rotorcraft Support
Company—awarded full Part 145 certification by the General Authority for Civil
Aviation (GACA) in May. Fort Worth, Texas-based GDC Technics, an engineering and
MRO specialist, announced an industrial
partnership with SAEI in December 2020.
Jordanian MRO Joramco, an affiliate of
Dubai Aerospace Enterprise, announced
the appointment of Fraser Currie as CEO
in September, while outgoing CEO, Jeff
Wilkinson, takes up “an expanded role at
DAE Engineering to grow the engineering
division’s footprint,” it said.
Joramco announced a new maintenance agreement with Flydubai in March,

Saudi Arabian Engineering Industries has strengthened its in-house maintenance capabilities
while entering partnerships with Boeing and Texas-based GDC Technics
marking a continuation of the long-term
partnership between the two companies
that began in 2013. “The new agreement
includes all due C-checks on the carrier’s
Next-Generation Boeing 737-800 aircraft.
Checks began March 1, 2021, and are set to
continue through December 2021,” it said.
Boeing’s Current Market Outlook
(CMO) for 2021-2040 projects that the
Middle East would require 51,000 new
maintenance technicians, a slight but
notable decrease in the figure compared
with the 2012-2031 CMO’s forecast of a
need for 53,700 such individuals. IATA’s

HAL takes ‘make in India’ mantra to heart
The “make in India” mantra has inspired
Hindustan Aeronautics (HAL, Stand 1927)
to build an upgraded civil version of the
Dornier 228 multirole utility military aircraft
it has manufactured for several years under
license from Germany’s Ruag. Called the
Hindustan 228, the aircraft makes its public
debut this year at the Dubai Airshow.
The Hindustan 228 received its civil type
certificate in late 2017 from the Directorate
General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), soon after
the government launched the country’s
so-called regional connectivity scheme.
Unfortunately, the pandemic followed
soon afterward. As aviation gradually
returns to a state of normality, HAL hopes
to see startups procure the Hindustan 228
with tax exemptions to Indian lessors that
established offices in Gujarat International
Finance Tec-City (GIFT) city in the western
state of Gujarat.

With 140 Do 228s in service with India’s
defense forces, HAL already operates maintenance facilities that will drastically reduce
the cost of maintenance and repair for the
civil variant. Meanwhile, government priorities include synergy in civil and military
maintenance, repair, and overhaul.
India’s Regional Connectivity Scheme
has received a major boost with HAL signing a lease agreement with former Air India
subsidiary Alliance Air Aviation for two
civil Do 228s for regional operations. HAL
delivered the two aircraft on time, in late
September, to Alliance Air, primarily an
ATR operator.
Alliance Air did not come with the recent
sale of Air India to the Tata Group. Now flying independently, the airline is boosting
operations in the remote northeast state
of Arunachal Pradesh under the regional
connectivity scheme. Designed to operate

Indian officials call HAL’s Hindustan 228 “a big leap in connectivity.”
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Annual Review 2021, published October 4,
outlined the challenge in uncompromising terms and may explain the slight fall
in forecast numbers.
“Thousands of highly skilled individuals
have left the industry through layoffs and
retirements,” it said. “The task of retraining licensed personnel who are coming back
from months of furlough and inactivity is
huge. Equally enormous is the job of returning thousands of parked aircraft to service
at a time when the maintenance, repair,
and overhaul and parts supply chains are
stretched thin.”
n

into short, unprepared airfields, the aircraft
requires a runway length of 2,100 feet for
takeoff and 1,800 feet for landing, which
covers more than 99 percent of airports
in India.
Arunachal Pradesh chief minister Pema
Khandu called it a “big leap in connectivity”
for the state. He said fixed-wing passenger
services would soon connect all feasible
advanced landing grounds in the state.
HAL builds the Do 228 at its Kanpurbased Transport Aircraft Division, which
manufactures transport and trainer aircraft for defense customers. The Do 228
serves roles such as air ambulance, flight
inspection, cloud seeding, and recreational
activities such as para-jumping, aerial surveillance, photography, and cargo.
HAL is participating in Dubai as part of
the Composite India Pavilion along with
Bharat Dynamics and DRDO. HAL’s participation includes the exhibit of its Light
Combat Helicopter and Do 228 Maritime
Aircraft models. HAL will promote all its
indigenized platforms including Light Combat Helicopter, Advanced Light Helicopter,
Light Utility Helicopter, Trainer HTT-40,
and Do 228. It also plans to showcase its
capabilities as an OEM, systems integrator, and one-stop solution for accessories,
avionics, and engine manufacture. “This
effort is part of the new self-reliant India,
open to participation from foreign partners
and export to friendly foreign countries,”
said an HAL official.
N.M.

Dubai south sees record
bizav movements in 2021
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Business jet movements will hit an alltime high at Dubai South this year as traffic floods into the emirate for the World
Expo and the Dubai Airshow, according to
the UAE’s bizav point man at Al Maktoum
International Airport (DWC).
“This is the best year we ever had for
private jet or business jet movements,”
Tahnoon Saif, CEO of the Mohammed bin
Rashid Aerospace Hub (MBRAH), told AIN.
“Due to the closure of certain countries and
the restrictions on commercial flights, [private jet usage has increased]. We achieved
21 percent growth last year. We are expecting to reach 15,000 movements for full-year
2021, partly due to the Expo and Airshow
taking place at the same time.”
As for business aviation’s transition
from Dubai International (DXB) to DWC,
Saif said it was not for the UAE authorities to promote the move, but charter operators and FBOs themselves to
guide travelers.
“Some Expo delegations are landing

in DXB and some in Abu Dhabi, but the
majority are coming through the VIP Terminal at MBRAH,” he said. “We look at
the numbers, and we work with partners
to secure parking, ensure fuel supply, and
meet expectations. We are trying to attract
the movements here by enhancing the customer experience. The charter companies,
at the end of the day, work with the FBOs. It
is for them to guide the charter companies.”
Saif said that MBRAH did far more than
cater to the general or business aviation
segment. “We have other [interests], like
MRO and maintenance, an education
cluster, and commercial activities,” he
explained. “The first to mature has been
the business aviation ecosystem or cluster.
We have good activities in maintenance
and are now developing commercial activities, as well as a new project where we are
working with partners to be announced
shortly—Dubai HeliPark. Located adjacent to the VIP Terminal, it will support
VIPs who want to commute domestically.”

The VIP terminal at the Mohammed bin Rashid Aerospace Hub expects to host some 15,000
business jet movements this year.
One major Dubai South resident, four Gulfstream G650s, and three Legacy
Empire Aviation Group (EAG), sees 650s. “Our aircraft sales service extends
excellent prospects for the business avi- to global markets and we do see opporation market, as the region, and partic- tunities for buyers to acquire preowned
ularly the UAE, leads the recovery from
aircraft in an active market,” he said.
the coronavirus pandemic, managing “Global demand for business jets has been
director Paras Dhamecha told AIN in a increasing with the recognition of the
pre-show interview.
benefits of private aviation, creating new
“We are always looking to innovate and sustainable opportunities in sales
and improve our services and operations
and acquisitions.”
and we are also looking at expanding our
Holger Ostheimer, managing director
market presence,” he said. “We recently of DC Aviation Al-Futtaim, one of the
appointed a new director of aircraft sales major FBO-MRO facilities at Dubai South,
and acquisitions to lead the development told AIN that indications from internaof this service, which is a core element of tional business leaders and various OEMs
our asset management approach.”
suggest a move toward outright purchases
The group’s fleet stands at just under of business jets. “In the current aircraft
20 aircraft, including three Global 6000s, market, preowned or newly purchased,
there has been over the last six months at
least a very active market for purchase,”
he said. “Buyers seem encouraged to buy
outright rather than finance.”
The trend had led to a depletion of the
preowned stock. “Values have increased
Bahrain or Muscat solely for parking.”
in the course of this year,” noted
With the resumption of flights between
Ostheimer. “This may encourage the
Saudi Arabia and the UAE on September 8,
manufacturers in turn, to accelerate proMardini expressed optimism about growing
duction again. This may [prompt] people
traffic on a traditionally busy route. In Oman,
to come and see the aircraft available on
Jetex projects a presence at Muscat Interdisplay at the airshow.”
national Airport, where it hopes to build a
Global Jet Capital (GJC) said the lack
new FBO, and at Salalah International Airof available inventory has resulted in sellport. “We have exceptional facilities in both
ers receiving multiple bids for aircraft
locations and look forward to welcoming
within a very short period of time. This
more flights in the near future,” he said.
shortage had resulted in aircraft resale
Jetex works with a number of medevac
values starting to tilt higher than where
operators to ensure patients receive treatthey were in 2019. From GJC’s perspecment in any location they request. Mardini
tive, the speed at which transactions
said a number of medevac operators did
closed had increased dramatically.
not have the capacity to operate in Covid-19
“Sellers’ time frames require us to work
conditions. “We have helped to bring many
closely with our prospective clients to get
patients from Africa to Dubai, as well as to
their financing approved and closed withCleveland Clinic, Abu Dhabi. We have also
out any delay,” Simon Davies, GJC’s sales
flown patients between Africa and the U.S.”
director for the UK, Middle East, Africa,
In April, Jetex launched the luxury serTurkey, India and Eastern Canada, told AIN.
vice “Iftar in the Skies,” a play on the tra“Naturally, we would not want our clients
ditional early evening fast-breaking meal
to lose their target aircraft due to sellers’
during the Holy Month of Ramadan, this
impatience for financing to complete. This
time in the air. The firm chartered a Global
timing concern has resulted in us pre-ap6000, Challenger 850, Lineage 1000, and a
proving certain clients for financing even
Legacy to stage the special flights.
before they find an aircraft to purchase.
Innovation plays an important role in
“The shortage of available aircraft is
Jetex’s market approach, with first-mover
driving many people to charter while still
advantage being particularly important.
seeking to acquire their own aircraft,”
“We invest in research and development
Davies said. “Users in the Middle East
to design products and services that did
have always preferred aircraft ownership
not exist before,” he said. “My intention
over chartering someone else’s aircraft. I
is to exceed expectations and leave our
expect that this preference will continue
customers feeling spoiled.”
P.S.-S.
to drive new acquisitions in the region for
a while to come.”
n

Jetex awaits Expo 2020 and FIFA World Cup 2022 dividends
Dubai-based global FBO operator Jetex
expects to win a major share of Expo 2020
business jet traffic over the course of the
six-month event after it claimed to have
handled almost two-thirds, or at least 62
percent, of the over 8,000 flights at its VIP
Terminal facility at Dubai South in the first
half of this year, with over 5,000 movements.
“In terms of the additional Expo traffic,
my forecast is that we will facilitate more
than 3,000 additional flights, which is more
than 500 flights every month, in addition to
the usual busy traffic,” Adel Mardini, Jetex
founder and CEO, told AIN.
In the past 12 months, and in expectation of a major Expo throughput increase,
Jetex increased its VIP Terminal staff from
55 to more than 100. The official FBO Partner of Dubai Airshow 2021, Jetex expects
a large number of official delegations,
including heads of states, to travel to
Dubai to participate in the National Day
celebrations that several countries plan to

host as part of the Expo program.
“The Jetex VIP Terminal is the closest and
most convenient airport to the Expo 2020
site,” Mardini said. “With almost 200 country pavilions, Jetex expects to welcome at
least 100 official delegations during the six
months of the event.”
With the FIFA World Cup 2022 now only a
year away, Jetex expects a substantial proportion of match attendees to stay in Dubai,
fly to attend games in Qatar, and then travel
back on the same day. “Qatar Executive will
offer exclusive event services, including
ground handling, but they [will] definitely
require additional capacity as we forecast up
to 200 private-jet flights a day,” he explained.
Mardini expects 50 percent of private
jet travelers attending the World Cup to be
based in Dubai and conduct same-day trips
to Doha and back. “Due to the limited aircraft parking space at Doha, some flights will
only offer drop-off and pick-up. Some aircraft
will then come back to Dubai or continue to
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“The ACJ TwoTwenty can carry 16 to
18 passengers with a full bedroom in the
back, a bathroom, a shower, plus two
more rooms and a kitchen at the front…I
say a kitchen, but actually it’s a new galley concept; we can do all this for less
operating cost than a Global 7500 or
a Gulfstream.”

Collaboration with Airbus

Comlux expects to begin operating Airbus’s first ACJ TwoTwenty, the VIP version of the A220, in early 2023.

Comlux sees Middle East
as ideal ACJ220 market
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Switzerland-based aircraft owner and
management, charter, and completions
specialist Comlux sees the Airbus ACJ
TwoTwenty’s large cabin size and efficient
operating dynamics as a likely winner in
the Middle East and says it is determined
to turn the business jet into a success in
a region that covets space, performance,
and panache.
“My goal is to be the number-one operator of the ACJ TwoTwenty in the Middle East,” Comlux executive chairman
Richard Gaona told AIN, referring to the
aircraft now scheduled to enter service
in early 2023. “I cannot share the details,
but I hope to be operating at least five to
10 or 15 planes. We are preparing some
good news for the Middle East and will
announce it at Dubai Airshow.”
He said the aircraft’s 12-hour range
would allow charters to carry out 99 percent of their missions.

More Than a Bizjet

“Leave the one percent for once-in-a-lifetime,” quipped Gaona. “We operate other
traditional aircraft for our clients. We
know very well that the ACJ TwoTwenty
is more than a traditional bizjet because
it is designed to fly 60,000 hours in its
lifetime, or 3,000 to 3,500 hours per year.
That’s different to the private jet, which
only does 300 to 500 hours a year.”
Comlux is no stranger to the charter
market, operating a fleet of 20 aircraft
today consisting of Boeing 767, 777, and
787 widebodies as well as an ACJ318 and
two ACJ319s bizliners.
“We also have an ACJ319neo and an ACJ320neo in completion,” he added. Others
include 737-500s and one Sukhoi SBJ. In the
large category, the company operates four
Bombardier Globals: three 6000s and one
6500. In the super-midsize category, its fleet
includes a range of Challengers: the 850,
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Richard
Gaona, Comlux
executive
chairman

My goal is to be
the number-one
operator of the ACJ
TwoTwenty in the
Middle East.”
605, and 604; and two Embraer Legacy 650s.
The company’s owned fleet consists
of five aircraft, while the rest it manages
under charter arrangements. “We have a
Boeing 767, two Airbuses, and two Globals that we own directly, and the rest
are managed,” said Gaona. “We also have
a large completions business. We do
transactions. We are a specialist in longrange aircraft.”

Comlux’s BBJ 777-200LR “Crystal
Skye,” owned by Asian charter operator,
Crystal AirCruises, is also available for
charter. Its BBJ 767-200ER—on display
here at the show—will likely prove to be
a draw. “We also lease the BBJ767 ‘SkyLady,’ an amazing aircraft that is available
for charter. It can fly almost anywhere, for
15 hours nonstop,” said Gaona.
Operating long-range aircraft requires
what Gaona called a very good flight
department, which the company has, he
said. “Maybe it’s our Swiss heritage—
these are things we don’t subcontract. I
don’t subcontract my flight operations
department; I want to be sure it is under
my control.”
Gaona believes that the strength of his
relationship with Airbus, where he spent
17 years of his career, augurs well for the
ACJ TwoTwenty in the region. Comlux
lays claim as the world’s largest Airbus
VIP operator.
“I left Airbus on very good terms,” he
said. “Comlux became the number-one
client of Airbus VIP. We bought 26 VIP
aircraft worldwide…We represented Airbus maybe 40 or 50 times. We are still
very good partners. We are partners on
the ACJ TwoTwenty, which is an incredible aircraft, and, to me, the future of the
ACJ program.”
Middle East passengers travel with lots of
baggage, something the ACJ220 can accommodate. “The ACJ Two-Twenty has around
10 cubic meters of luggage space, enough for
40 to 50 bags,” he said. “That fits the Middle
East traveler profile perfectly.

The ACJ TwoTwenty’s spacious cabin gives designers maximum flexibility.
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Gaona described his partnership with Airbus as very simple.
“We work together,” he said. “We said
we’ll manage this product exclusively for
you. We’ll buy a few, and set up our facility
in America to do completions.” Comlux
runs completions from its Indianapolis,
Indiana, facility in the U.S.
He said Airbus also needed someone
who had experience not just with completions, but also operations. “We told them
we need to be in the same price range
as the Global 7500 and the Gulfstream
G650ER,” he said. “By the end of December, I will get the first one. Then the game
changer will be in play because I will be
able to bring people to my facility and let
them touch it. Seeing is believing!”
Earlier this year, Comlux opened
a commercial office in DWC, leasing
space from Dubai South. “We are looking to expand in VIP widebody aircraft
maintenance,” he said. “I’m not able to
compete with traditional bizjet OEMs,
but I believe that we are best placed to
support clients who operate the BBJ in
the region. We know the product, and we
have the people.
“Hopefully, we will sign an agreement
with the airport authorities and establish
the right location. If this happens, Comlux’s presence in Dubai is going to grow.”
Appointed in June to oversee the Dubai
facility, Oliver Hewson has taken over as
sales director for the Middle East and
Africa. An experienced aviation specialist
in the region, he is well placed to drive the
company’s growth forward.
“We have experienced a dramatic recovery in charter demand from the Middle
East and Africa throughout July, August,
and September,” Hewson said. “Our trips
have spanned the globe in the past three
months, from Los Angeles to Tokyo.”
The operations involved a mixture of
leisure and government trips, mainly to
Europe and the U.S. “We are highly specialized at dispatching ultra-range charters at short notice,” added Hewson. “A
new trend we have been experiencing is
groups of friends, based in Dubai, chartering our VIP airliners for luxury holidays
to the Maldives and Seychelles, and we
expect to see demand for Mauritius now
that it has reopened.”
Gaona is convinced that the ACJ Two
Twenty’s assets, coupled with the Middle
East’s unique approach to business aviation, will make for the perfect marriage.
“Let the competition begin,” he said. “I am
an experienced man and a competitor. My
team is going to take the competition on.
We are going to compete with a compelling product.”
n

Typhoon radar development
follows parallel tracks
by David Donald
After a long gestation, the active electronically scanned array (AESA, or e-scan)
radar for the Eurofighter Typhoon is now
in production with the Euroradar consortium of Leonardo (UK and Italy), Hensoldt (Germany), and Indra (Spain). Gulf
region military forces are now among the
export customers for this technology.
The first production AESA radar is
known as the Eurofighter Common Radar
System (ECRS) Mk0. Also called Captor-E,
the sensor is derived from the “back
end” of the Typhoon’s original radar, the
mechanically-scanned array Captor-M.
ECRS Mk0 radars are initially being
fielded in export aircraft, beginning with
the Typhoons for Kuwait and followed
by those for Qatar. However, the four
Typhoon partner nations (Germany, Italy,
Spain, and the UK) have taken their time
in committing to providing an e-scan
radar for their own aircraft, but now
there are two separate programs to equip
the Typhoon with AESA radars, both of
which offer significant advances in capability and functionality over the Mk0.
These advances may also be part of future
export drives for both new-build aircraft
and to retrofit existing Typhoons.

With the four partner nations the
Typhoon is expected to serve until at least
2060 and, as such, is slated to operate as
part of the two Future Combat Air System (FCAS) programs that are in the early
stages of development. The advances
being made in the radars will prepare
the Typhoon for life alongside the new
FCAS aircraft. Not surprisingly, the two
development paths for the radar are
aligned with the two FCAS projects, with
Germany and Spain joining forces in one
camp, and Italy and the UK in the other.

Germany and Spain

Germany was the first of the four partner nations to commit to an AESA radar
for the Typhoon, contracting Hensoldt
to develop and supply 150 new radars to
retrofit the Luftwaffe’s Tranche 2 and 3
Typhoons, as well as the 38 new-build
Tranche 4 aircraft that were ordered in
November 2020 to replace early Tranche 1
Typhoons under Project Quadriga. There
is also the potential for 45 new Tranche 5
Typhoons to replace the Luftwaffe’s Tornados, and Spain is likely to order 20 new
Typhoons under its Halcon project, and
could also upgrade older aircraft.

Germany was the first of the Typhoon partner nations to commit to an e-scan radar in the form
of the Hensoldt/Indra ECRS Mk1. This will be installed in the 38 new-build Quadriga Tranche 4
aircraft for the Luftwaffe, as well as in existing Tranche 2/3 aircraft.
These aircraft will be fitted with the
ECRS Mk1 radar, which is now in development by Hensoldt. While using Mk0
components, the Mk1 introduces a new
digital multi-channel receiver and new
transmit-receive modules that significantly enhance frequency range and
target recognition ability. The greater
capabilities also open up potential for
new applications such as electronic attack
and ultra-high-resolution synthetic aperture radar (UHR-SAR) imaging.
Deliveries of new radars are due to begin
in 2023, but they will initially be in Mk0
configuration. The Mk1-specific modules
will be available from 2026, and new radars
delivered from that date will be in full Mk1
configuration. The earlier radars can be
easily upgraded by the rapid exchange of

Kuwait’s Eurofighter Typhoon multirole fighter is now flying
The first two Eurofighter Typhoons destined
for the Kuwait Air Force (KAF) made their
maiden flights on October 15 at Leonardo’s
Caselle factory airfield near Turin, in northwest
Italy. The two aircraft were both two-seaters—
the Kuwaiti order for 28 aircraft will include
six two-seat trainers—and were painted in full
KAF insignia, with a toned-down air force crest
and a full-color Kuwaiti flag on the tail but with
Italian experimental serial numbers.
When they enter service KAF Typhoons
are going to be the most advanced examples of the type. They will be the first delivered to the new Phase 3 Enhancements
Package b (P3Eb) standard, and the first
to be equipped with the initial production
version of the Captor E AESA radar, now
known as the ECRS Mk 0, and previously
known as Radar One Plus. The ECRS Mk
0 radar provides significantly more power
than competing AESA radar systems, while
the advanced antenna repositioner gives
a much wider field-of-regard covering the
entire forward hemisphere.
The Kuwaiti entry into service (EIS) standard represents the first phase of P3Eb and
includes the new E-scan radar (with an EIS
level of capability), the Sniper Advanced Targeting Pod with downlink, VOR navigation
capability, and a P5 ACMI pod (providing

real-time training for air-to-air gunnery,
IRIS-T, and AMRAAM C7). Weapons will
include a range of free-fall bombs (Mk 82,
83, and 84), IRIS-T and AIM-120C7 AMRAAM,
and the aircraft will have an initial Meteor
long-range missile training capability. This
Kuwaiti configuration was developed and
tested in Italy using the Typhoon Instrumented Series Production Aircraft (ISPA) 6,
which first flew on December 23, 2019.
Subsequently, a KAF Enhanced standard
will be introduced, with an upgraded E-scan
radar, full Meteor capability, GBU-31 JDAM
precision-guided bombs, Enhanced Sniper
(full-range capability), and a P5 ACMI Pod
Enhancement. The capability package
for Kuwait also includes the integration
of MBDA Storm Shadow cruise missiles
and Brimstone air-to-surface missiles. The
Storm Shadow will provide a long-range
stand-off capability that the U.S. refuses to
provide with the Super Hornet.
Kuwaiti interest in the Eurofighter
Typhoon emerged in 2012 when a pair of
Italian air force Eurofighter Typhoons from
the 4° Stormo squadron was deployed to
Kuwait for evaluation. An MoU followed in
September 2015 and a $8.7 billion contract
for 28 aircraft was signed with Finmeccanica (now Leonardo) in April 2016. This

included associated infrastructure at Ali
Al-Salem Air Base, training, logistics, and
a three-year package of initial support services (with an option for a further five years).
Kuwait thereby became the eighth customer for the Eurofighter Typhoon after the
UK, Germany, Italy, Spain, Austria, Saudi
Arabia and Oman, and the third customer
in the Gulf region. Qatar subsequently
signed a $6.8bn deal for 24 Typhoons, and
Saudi Arabia has reportedly reached a provisional agreement for a batch of 48 further
Typhoons, at an estimated cost of $13bn.
The first Kuwaiti Typhoon began final
assembly in October 2018, and the first
seven Kuwaiti pilots graduated from their
Italian Air Force flying training courses on
5 July 2020. Kuwait was originally set to
receive its first batch of Eurofighters in the
fourth quarter of 2020, and deliveries were
due to be completed in 2023. First deliveries
will now be made before the end of this year.
The KAF is undertaking a major modernization and expansion of its fighter
arm and, as well as taking the Eurofighter
Typhoon into service, the KAF will replace
39 F/A-18C/D “legacy” Hornets with 28
F/A-18E/F Super Hornets (consisting of 22
single-seat F/A-18Es and six two-seat F/A18F aircraft).
J.L.
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one major module and some cabling. Initial Mk1s will be delivered as Step 1 radars,
with considerably expanded capability
over the Mk0. Since July 2021 Spain’s Indra
has been a partner in the ECRS Mk1 program, and is now working with Hensoldt
on the development of the Step 2 iteration.
This represents a major software upgrade
that will further exploit the processing
capabilities inherent in the system, adding
electronic attack/warfare functions and
the ability to conduct UHR-SAR imaging.

UK and Italy

In the meantime, a separate Typhoon
AESA radar program is being undertaken
by Leonardo on behalf of the UK, which
was officially launched in September 2020
with BAE Systems as the lead integrator.
In September this year, Italy officially
joined what is known as the ECRS Mk2
radar, also referred to as Radar Two.
Initial planning covers the retrofit of 40
Royal Air Force Tranche 3 Typhoons for
some time in the second half of the 2020s,
with prospects of Tranche 2 retrofits and
similar programs for the Italian air force.
The ECRS Mk2 is also being offered for
export, and is part of the Typhoon proposal for Finland.
ECRS Mk 2 is much more of a new radar
than the Captor-based Mk1. The interface
with the aircraft—including attack computer, power, and cooling—remains the
same, but much of the hardware is of the
new design. The multi-function antenna
array has more transmit/receive modules,
with a mix of gallium arsenide (GaAs) and
gallium nitride (GaN) elements. Whereas
the Mk1 retains the double-swashplate
mechanical repositioner of the Mk0, the
Mk2 has a rotating drum-type repositioner, as first employed by the Leonardo
ES-05 Raven radar developed for the Saab
Gripen E/F.
A new processor, new receiver and
dedicated electronic warfare receiver and
techniques generator are installed, greatly
expanding the system’s detection capabilities while also adding the ability to conduct electronic attack and jamming in the
defense suppression role. A new radome,
being developed by Meggitt, is also required
for the aircraft to cater to the radar’s wider
bandwidth. An initial test ECRS Mk2 is due
to fly in a Typhoon next year.
n
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Air bp turns
focus toward
sustainability

While its post-Covid
rebound still lags
that of the general
aviation sector, Air
bp reports its Middle
Eastern commercial
fuel volumes are
steadily rising. The
company is also
promoting increased
use of sustainable
aviation fuel by
Middle East-based
operators.

by Curt Epstein

Sustainability is rapidly becoming a major
area of interest for the entire aviation
industry, with its stated goals of halving
its carbon emissions by 2050. Fuel producers carry a key to those ambitions—
namely in their embrace of sustainable
aviation fuels (SAF)—and global fuel that as in other regions, customers have
and, in September, parent company BP the process of introducing digitalization
provider Air bp is focusing on its SAF ini- reached various stages in their education
formed a partnership with ADNOC and to its fueling operations worldwide. The
tiatives this week at the Dubai Airshow. process regarding SAF. “We’ve got those Masdar to develop low carbon hydro- upgrades currently in effect at approxThe company serves as a sponsor and
that are looking at options, looking at gen hubs and decarbonized air corridors imately 450 locations make it easier to
presenter at the show’s aviation sustain- what the next steps are if there are areas
between the UK and UAE.
collect data and provide faster customer
ability conference on November 15, with where they can purchase [SAF],” she said.
Air bp operates at eight airports in response, improving efficiency for operaglobal sustainability director Andreea “I don’t think we’ve had any to date in our the UAE including Al Maktoum Interna- tors. Through the use of technology such
Moyes speaking on disruptive technolo- Middle Eastern customers purchasing tional, Dubai International, Abu Dhabi as decal scanning, digitalization also progies affecting SAF development.
SAF, but as those numbers increase, we International, Sharjah International, and vides another layer of protection against
The topic will serve as a major theme expect them to come on board as well.”
Al Bateen Executive, and it has begun mistakes such as misfueling.
n
at the Air bp stand (#1328) as well. “I
While supplies of SAF have not become
think the main challenge we’ve got as an readily available in the Middle East, that
industry is how do we get from the goals shouldn’t present a barrier for the area’s
that have been out there in terms of [SAF] operators to explore its usage, according
and moving from where we are today, less
to Bowden.
than one percent of our global demand, to
“The reality for a lot of our customers in
getting to the levels that we need to get to, the region is they have very strong links
to meet those global targets,” said Laura into Europe and, of course, Europe is a
Bowden, the UK-based company’s global region where we have access to physical
marketing manager.
SAF at a number of locations, so we can by James Wynbrandt
Speaking with AIN ahead of the show, utilize that and then book-and-claim is an
Masil will bring “world-class standards
she noted the company’s “kind of portfo- option as well,” she explained. Book-and- Air bp (Stand 1328) has entered a comlio approach” to SAF supply. “When we claim is a process by which customers mercial joint venture to provide aircraft and global expertise to further improve
look at supply, we’re looking at three dif- can purchase SAF still available only at a refueling, ground handling, and support the customer experience, safety, and operferent areas,” she said. “One is offtakes limited number of locations and receive services at Iraq’s Baghdad International ational standards at the airport,” accordfrom other producers, and we have a the appropriate environmental credits, Airport, the company revealed at the ing to Air bp, which will also provide
number of agreements in place and we’re even though the fuel gets dispensed else- Dubai Airshow. Operating as the United workforce training and advice on product
utilizing them today for our SAF sup- where and consumed by an entirely dif- Iraqi Company for Airports and Ground quality, maintenance, and health, safety,
ply.” The company also has invested in
ferent aircraft.
Handling Services (under the name Masil) security, and environmental issues.
other SAF producers such as Fulcrum
Air bp recently introduced its book-and- in partnership with Iraqi Airways, the Al
“Over time, Air bp and its partners aim
BioEnergy, a pioneer of the production claim program, managed independently Burhan Group, and Menzies Aviation, to build a strong and sustainable business
of renewable transportation fuels from
by the Roundtable on Sustainable Bio- the JV has already received an operat- in Iraq, drawing upon the global expertise
solid municipal waste. “The third one materials (RSB), “to give customers that ing license.
of the partners combined with the local
is investments in our own refineries as reassurance that book-and-claim is a valid
“We see a strong future for aviation skills of Iraqis,” said Gatora.
well,” said Bowden, citing its facility way of accessing SAF, and increasing the in Iraq and are excited to be involved in
Air bp claims almost 90 years of hisin Castellón, Spain, which just became overall demand for SAF globally,” said this market and contribute to its future tory providing fuel for general, commerthe world’s first refinery to receive cer- Bowden. The program must meet strict development success,” said Duce Gatora, cial, and military aviation customers in
tification under the Carbon Offsetting
accounting to ensure that the credits for Air bp v-p of strategy and sustainability. the Middle East. The company has a presand Reduction Scheme for International reporting programs such as Corsia are “Fuel supply is a vital component of the ence in Bahrain, Egypt, Lebanon, Saudi
Aviation (Corsia). Issued by the Interna- not double-counted. The fuel producer airport operation that will add value to Arabia, and the UAE, either directly or
tional Sustainability Carbon Certification
through JVs.
n
plans to expand the program’s availabil- airline operators.”
(ISCC), the Corsia certificate certifies the ity beyond Europe and the U.S., the only
incorporation of biogenic raw materials in markets in which it now applies.
aviation fuel.
In terms of overall jet fuel demand in
“We are seeing that we need to get the the region, the company sees the same
Tayeb Rostami
[SAF] demand coming up to bring the industry bifurcation that had taken effect
(left), joint ventures
prices down to drive future demand,” with the rise of the pandemic. “If we look
manager, Air
Bowden told AIN. She expects the at the two different types of markets, we’ve
bp Middle East,
demand will rise based on SAF usage seen our general aviation market recover
celebrates signing
mandates being imposed in Europe, as quite considerably and much quicker than
a joint venture
well as from voluntary acceptance by our commercial airlines in volumes, but
agreement with
the industry.
we are seeing those return now,” noted
Stuart Hind, general
“I think it’s been really encouraging the Bowden. “They’re not back at 2019 levels,
manager of the United
last six months, more so in the general but we are expecting them to come back as
Iraqi Company for
aviation than the commercial space at the well over the next couple of months.”
Airports and Ground
moment,” she said.
The company also has begun studying
Handling Services.
As for the Middle East, Bowden said the development of hydrogen technology

Masil formed as Baghdad
services joint venture
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continued from page 1

Dubai airshow 2021
welcomes rebound

continued from page 1

Boeing’s 777X
makes show debut
of one of the big twin’s most distinguishing design features—a pair of 12-foot-long
folding wingtips that will allow regulators
to classify the 777X as Code E, meaning
they’ll fit into the same size parking space
the 777-300ER now uses. The Airbus A380
is a Code F airplane, limiting the number
of airports from which it can operate. Featuring 105,000-pound-thrust GE9X turbofans and structural improvements to the
fuselage that allow for a 6,000-foot cabin
altitude, the four composite-winged 777X
prototypes have now logged 1,700 hours.
The Boeing 777X’s first appearance
outside the U.S. comes as questions from
launch customer Emirates and its outspoken president Tim Clark over performance and certification hurdles remain
unanswered.
The new widebody, the first example of
the four flying prototypes participating in
the flight test program, arrived in Dubai
some 10 months after Boeing last shifted
its timelines to reflect expected first delivery to Emirates by the end of 2023. In the
interim, Clark has consistently called for
more transparency from the U.S. aerospace
giant on whether or not the program will
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A talented
cleaning
crew polishes
Embraer’s
Praetor 600
business jet in
preparation for
the opening
of Dubai
Airshow 2021.

DAVID McINTOSH

GDC Middle East. “Taking part in Dubai
Airshow provides an understanding of
industry’s insights on the aerospace sector…[and] opens doors for new partnership opportunities.”
According to show organizers, GAMI
recently announced 74 targeted opportunities in supply chains in Saudi Arabia’s military industries sector in an
effort to localize more than 50 percent
of military spending by 2030. “GAMI
also launched a digital marketplace platform to enable authorized investors to
access the local military industry easily
and identify localization opportunities,”
they said.
For the first time ever, representatives
of Israel’s aerospace sector, including
Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, Israel
Aerospace Industries (IAI), SIBAT, Elbit
Systems, and UVision Air, are attending.
IAI announced in August a partnership
with Etihad Engineering to develop the
Boeing 777-300ERSF P2F conversion program at Abu Dhabi International Airport,
expected to start operations in late 2022
or early 2023.
Several event conferences, including
Global Air Traffic Management, Cargo
Connect, the Aerospace 2050 Forum, and
Tech Xplore, will investigate a number

of themes, among them cyber security
strategies, sustainable autonomous flight,
advanced aerial mobility, and satellite
connectivity.
“It’s apparent that the UAE is committed to creating a more sustainable future
and we have collaborated with them on
multiple initiatives, such as founding the
Sustainable Bioenergy Research Consortium to develop sustainable aviation
fuels,” said Boeing chief sustainability

officer Chris Raymond.
Organizers expected over 160 aircraft
to be on static display, including the
Emirates A380, Comlux’s Boeing BBJ
767-200ER “SkyLady,” the VistaJet Bombardier Global 7500, and the Bell 505 and
429 helicopters.
Fursan Al Emarat, (Knights of the
Emirates), the UAE National Aerobatic
Team, will conduct displays on afternoons
at the show under the command of new

meet the airline’s performance requirements and delivery expectations.
Clark called for a “grown-up conversation” with Boeing executives over the
issue, some eight years after Emirates
signed on as the launch customer for
the 777X during the 2013 Dubai Airshow.
Since placing the launch order, Emirates
has converted orders for thirty 777Xs to
positions on 787-9s and shifted six 777300ERs to 777Xs, taking its 777X order
count to 126. Once the airline gained
further “visibility” on the results of flight
testing, it would decide on how many
more conversions to Dreamliners it
would execute, said Clark.
Originally scheduled for certification
in 2020, the 777X has encountered more
than one major hurdle on its way to first
delivery, most notably more thorough
oversight from regulators resulting from

investigations into the two 737 Max crashes. timeframe to the end of 2023, Boeing said
Boeing CEO David Calhoun acknowl- that the timing remains intact and that it
edged as much during a January earnings “remains pleased” with the aircraft’s percall, when he said “certain modifications” formance during testing, despite an FAA
to the aircraft design involving both soft- decision in May to reject the company’s
ware and hardware changes to the actuator request for type inspection authorization
control electronics reflected the compa- (TIA). First published in the Seattle Times,
ny’s “current judgment of global regulators’ reports of the TIA rejection revealed that
compliance expectations.” Calhoun also
a May 13 letter from the agency explainadjusted downward long-term expectations ing the reasoning for its decision raised
for passenger traffic brought about by the what the paper called a litany of concerns,
Covid pandemic on long-haul routes, in including an uncommanded pitch event
particular, shifting “to the right” the antic- last December 8.
ipated replacement wave of widebodies in
The letter noted that although Boeing
the capacity range of the 777X. Finally, 777X promises a software correction, it hadn’t
customers have asked for delivery deferrals
at the time addressed the problem to the
due to their projections for their own fleet agency’s satisfaction. Queried by AIN
needs over the coming few years.
about the status of TIA, Boeing declined
Asked just ahead of the start of the to offer an update as the show approached.
show for comment on progress the pro“We’re working closely with global regugram has made since shifting the delivery lators on all aspects of 777X development,
including our rigorous test program,” Boeing said in a November 4 statement to AIN.
“Our team remains focused on executing
this comprehensive series of tests and conditions to demonstrate the safety, reliability, and performance of the airplane. With
more than 600 flights and 1,700 hours to
date, we remain pleased with how the airplane continues to perform. We also are
working to mature our documentation
and analysis ahead of certification testing,
in coordination with the FAA.”
n

The first flight test example of the Boeing 777X lands in Dubai on November 9.
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squadron leader, Lt. Col. Sultan Al Kindi,
after Col. Nasser Al Obaidli left to become
an airworthiness director at the UAE Ministry of Defense.
Strata’s Abdulla planned to have the
Boeing 787 vertical fin on display at the
show. “This is the largest industrial project to be exported from the UAE,” he said
in September. “The product…is ready to
be installed on a 787 and we are shipping
it to Charleston.”
n
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